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1. INTRODUCTION 
A local area network (LAN) iii a geographically confined communication 
system that uses a shared tr8.Ilsmission medium. Various choices usually 
exist for the main ingredien1;s of a LAN (i.e., transmission medium, 
topology, access protocols, e~ !.) with each exhibiting advantages and 
providing benefits that depend 1m the objectives of the LAN. The ability to 
model, analyze and evaluate the impact of these choices on network 
performance is essential to ensluing maximum utilization of the LAN. 
One of the pioneering LAN s f [)r connecting computers was a bus-based 
ETHERNET developed by Xe] 'ox Corporation in the early 1970s. The 
contention access method used by each node in ETHERNET is based on a 
pre-emptive protocol of first listening for network activity and then 
broadcasting the message onte the network. If a collision with another 
message occurs, each sender (node) backs-off from transmitting its 
message for a random period 0 f time and then attempts the transmission 
again. This access technique is known as Carrier Sense Multiple Access 
with Collision detection (CS1WCD) [1,2]. Standards for CSMAlCD 
protocols such as ETHERNET a] 'e known as IEEE 802.3 standards [1]. 
The networking of real-time, interactive simulation training systems 
departs from the traditional USE of a computer network whose function is to 
provide sharing of computing ]'esources among multiple users (nodes) on 
the network. When used to in~!rconnect real-time training simulators, the 
network is used almost excluBively for communication of process state 
information between the simula tors engaged in the training exercise. 
There are many inherent limita tions to using a network in this application. 
For example, as the number of I ~imulators on the network and the workload 
per simulator increases, there D lay be a deterioration in throughput and an 
increase in message delays. If message delays become too large, for 
example, the effectiveness of a : :-eal-time training simulation may be I[)verly 
compromised due to the time-critical response requirements in the 
simulation of true-to-life, actio: 1 requiring training scenarios. Depending 
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upon the network communicati( n protocol being used, thert! may also be an 
increase in the percentage of 101 ~t messages. 
Recently, there has been a tremendous interest in LANs implemented 
using the non-contention clae s of network protocols known as token-
passing protocols [3,4]. Two Sj :hemes falling under this class are Token-
Ring and virtual Token-Bus pntocols. In a Token-Ring LAN, a distinctive 
bit sequence, called a token, is 1 >assed from one node to another in order to 
signify the availability of the nE :twork medium for the transmission of data 
for the node. Possession of til e token by the node gives it, and only it, 
permission to transmit across t tte network, as opposed to having all nodes 
contend for this privilege. III a Virtual Token-bus LAN, a virtual, or 
imaginary token, is passed frOD l node to node thus providing access to the 
network. This virtual token h actually a predetermined instant in. time 
when each node knows if it is iu. turn to access the network. 
The primary goal of this research effort has been to develop 
predictive/analytical models for network performance of two LAN 
configurations operating undel real-time, interactive simulation/training 
constraints. These LANs are bus networks which utilize baseband 
transmission to send messages over a coaxial cable that is common to- all 
nodes. The medium access co o.trol scheme for the first is ETHERNET, 
which is a member of the Cal rier Sense Multiple Access with Collision 
Detection (CSMAlCD) protocol family and for the second is the Generalized 
Broadcast Recognizing Access !\[ethod (GBRAM) [3], which is a member of 
the Virtual Token-Bus pr010col family. Discussions of network 
::li> 
performance for these two pro' ;ocols, the implications of the results of a 
comparison study and the insil ~ht gained from this project for improving 
real-time simulation networkinl; are presented in this report. 
2. NtawORK SYSTEM CONF1 GURATION MODEL 
The bus network configuration for ETHERNET and GBRAM is shown in 
Figure 1. In this implemenu tion, up to eight nodes can be connected 
through a multi-port transceiVel" to a single point on the coaxial cable, via a 
media-access unit. A single coa rial cable links all nodes together. 
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3. NETWORK MEPIUM-ACCfl IS PROTOCQU3 
3.1 El1IERNET 
CSMA/CD protocols, includini1' ETHERNET, are characterized by their 
distributed network control, wh ereby each node on the network determines 
its own channel access time ba sed only on information available from the 
common network channel (bul). When a node is ready to transmit a 
message onto the network, it fi rst monitors the network bus to determine 
whether any other transmissiOl18 from other nodes are in progress. IT the 
node senses the network chann~:l to be busy, it simply waits for the cbannel 
to become idle before attempnn, ~ to transmit its message. Once the channel 
is sensed to be idle, the node WI tits a pre-specified amount of time to assure 
the channel is clear and then begins transmitting its message. During its 
own transmission, the node al;;o monitors the channel in order to detect 
whether its message is interfering (colliding) with messages from other 
nodes. IT a collision is detel:ted, each node involved in the collision 
transmits a bit sequence onto the network known as a jam signal, after 
which each node in the collisioI l waits (backs-oft) for a randomly generated 
amount of time before re-at ~empting its transmission. A complete 
description of the ETHERNET protocol can be found in [1]. 
3.2 Generalized Broadcast HEn tgnizing Acooss Method (GBRAM) 
The GBRAM protocol is a memher of the Token passing protocol family. It 
differs significantly, however, flam a Token-Ring protocol. In the GBRAM, 
rather than each node having tc I capture the free token from the network to 
gain transmission access, an in:,aginary (virtual) token is passed from node 
to node achieving the same result (i.e., contention-free access). The virtual 
token scheme provides each nc de access to the network at a unique time 
instant, which is determined b) a decentralized scheduling function. 
To understand the operation of the GBRAM better we need to introduce 
some notation with the aid of Figure 2. The nodes that are connected onto 
the network via the same mult ,-port transceiver belong to the same group. 
As we see, from Figure 2, the id entity of a node is determined by an ordered 
pair of indices. The first index I :orresponds to the group identity of the node 
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and the second index correspon ds to the identity of the node within a group. 
For example, node (ij) is the nc de with group index i and identity j within a 
group. Group indices and D ode indices are assigned to nodes in the 
network with increasing order [rom left to right (see Figure 2). Taking into 
consideration that at most eigb t nodes can be attached at the same point on 
the cable via the multi-port tra nsceiver, N nodes can be accommodated into 
at least M= I NISI groups. For example, when N=100, one way of 
distributing the nodes in the n4 ~twork is in twelve groups of eight nod.es and 
one group of four nodes. Let Ull finally denote, in a network of N nodes and 
M groups, by Ni(1 SiS M), the number of nodes in group i and, by D (iljl; 
i2j2), the propagation delay between nodes (iljl) and (i2j2). 
Every node in the network pel'ceives the channel state, under GBRAM as 
consisting of cycles of scheduling and transmission periods (see Figure 3). 
Roughly speaking, the end of a transmission period designates the 
beginning of a scheduling perie d and the end of a scheduling period signals 
the beginning of the next schE!duling period. During a scheduling period 
every node gains the right to access the channel starting with the node 
whose index is next to node ,~ho transmitted last. The first scheduling 
period starts at the beginning (f time and the node who is allowed to access 
the channel first is node (1,1). 
GBRAM avoids collisions by ~cheduling different nodes at unique time 
instances. The time interval l,etween two successive scheduling instances 
depends on the geographical 104 :ation of the nodes that are allowed to access 
the channel at these instances. In fact, it is equal to the propagation delay 
between the nodes which are st:heduled to transmit at these instances. To 
be more specific, let us denote 1 >y t a common time instant known to all the 
nodes in the network. Let Ut, assume that node (il, h) is the node who 
transmitted last on the channel prior to time t. GBRAM then schedules 
node (hjl +1) at time t, node (hjl+2) at time t +D(il,h +1; h,h+2) and so 
on (see Figure 4). Furthermore, under GBRAM, node (il+1,1) is scheduled 
to transmit D(h,Nil; h+1,l) UIits of time after the last node in group il (i.e. 
node (it, Nil» is allowed to ac(ess the channel. Other nodes are scheduled 
accordingly. 
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A complete scheduling cycle s1 arting at time t is shown in Figure 5. It is 
worth mentioning that, under GB RAM , if a node is scheduled at a 
particular time instant and it 84les the channel busy, it withholds and waits 
until the transmission is over tc I reschedule. 
Provided that the beginning 0 r scheduling periods are known to all the 
nodes and the node schedu1in:~ instances are chosen as above, GBRAM 
avoids collisions altogether. III the next section, we show that the nodes, 
can easily determine the begiru ring of scheduling periods. In Appendix A, 
we present a more formal descri ption of the GBRAM protocol. 
4. DISCUSSION 
We expect that the GBRAM will outperform ETHERNET for medium to 
high input traffic loads but it will be inferior to ETHERNET for light to 
medium input traffic loads. WE: will try to justify our claim by presenting 
two simple arguments. 
4.1 Argument 1 
We assume that in a network (If 100 nodes only one node is active (i.e., it 
generates packets into the net 1V0rk), while the other 99 nodes are -silent. 
Furthermore, we assume thut the active node, after the successful 
transmission of its packet, genElrates another packet, with probability one, 
uniformly distributed in an in1 erval equal to a complete scheduling cycle 
(see Figure 5). Hence, the active node has, at all times, at most one packet 
for transmission in its buffer. We also assume that the propagation delay 
between two nodes in the same group is 30 bits and the propagation delay 
along the cable is 20 bits. This i s a case of light input traffic. If we take the 
packet length to be equal to 1000 bits, then it is easy to see that GBRAM 
induces an average and a max imum packet delay of approximately (30 x 
100 + 40) I 2 +1000 = 2,520 bUs and (30 x 100 + 40) + 1000 = 4,040 bits, 
respectively. Every contention protocol, and consequently ETHERNET, 
induces under the aforementioI.ed light input traffic conditions an average 
and a maximum packet delay oj' approximately 1000 bits. As the number of 
nodes in the network increas e, while the above input traffic scenario 
remains valid (i.e. one node out of the total number of nodes is active), the 
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performance difference betwee: 1 GBRAM and ETHERNET widens, due to 
the fact that the input traffic becomes lighter. 
4.2 Argument 2 
We assume now that in a netwcrk of 100 nodes all of them are active. Each 
active node, after the succesl',ful transmission of its packet, generates 
another packet, with probabilit y one, uniformly distributed in the interval 
between the node's successiye scheduling instances. As before, the 
propagation delay between two nodes in the same group is equal to 30 bits 
and the propagation delay alOIlJ ~ the cable is 20 bits. This is a case of high 
input traffic load. If we take tIle packet length to be equal to 1000 bits, we 
can show that, under GBRAM, the network experiences an average and a 
maximum packet delay of appr<lximai!ely (100 x 1000)/2 + 1000 = 51,000 bits 
and (100 x 1000) + 1000 = 101,000 bits, respectively. The aforementioned 
input traffic load is approximatE ly equal to 100%. ETHERNET [5] and other 
contention protocols attain a i hroughput smaller than 100% even under 
ideal conditions (i.e., small enc.-to-end propagation delay vs packet length 
ratio). As a result, ETHERNE'r and other contention protocols will induce 
unreasonably large or even Ullbounded delays for the above high input 
traffic scenario. 
Arguments 1 and 2, although rdatively simple, verify our expectations that 
there will be a region of input traffic loads Oight to medium) where 
ETHERNET (or other contention protocols) outperform GBRAM and 
another region of input traffic loads (medium to high) where GBRAM is 
superior to ETHERNET (or other contention protocols). The cut-off point 
(i.e., the input traffic at which (mRAM becomes better) depends on the total 
number of nodes in the netwOI k and increases as the number of nodes in 
the network increases. The exact cutoff point will be determined by 
simulations. 
In the previous section, it was evident that the successful operation of 
GBRAM depended (at least for ~he version of the GBRAM presented in this 
paper) on the fact that all node:J know a common time epoch. The common 
time epoch corresponds to the beginning of a scheduling period. In our 
version of the GBRAM, a sched lling period corresponds to either the end of 
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a transmission period (as pe)'ceived by the transmitting user) plus the 
propagation delay along the a ble or a complete scheduling cycle after the 
beginning of the previous sch. ~duling period (see Figure 5). It is obvious 
that the common time epoc1: .es can be determined by any node, who 
observes the channel state at all times and knows its propagation delay 
from any other node in the ne ~work. Note that most contention protocols 
require only that nodes obse::-ve the state of the channel at all times. 
Nevertheless, other versions (f GBRAM are described in [3] that do not 
require the nodes to have a c( 'mplete knowledge of the network topology. 
These versions of GBRAM , however, will not perform as well as the 
GBRAM version presented in tlle previous section and in Appendix A4 
It has been observed that in la1 -ge scale networks not all users are active at 
all times. Consider, for example, a tank simulator which is active at the 
beginning of a battle, but il; is destroyed by enemy fire during the 
simulation. These inactive no· fes must be taken out of the token passing 
sequence (list) so as to reduce ilie number of wasted idle slots. Hence, we 
must devise a procedure to Sigl-off inactive nodes from the network. This 
procedure is rather straightforward. An active node signs off by 
broadcasting at its scheduled t< transmit time instant a sign-off packet. All 
other active nodes read the s:gn-off packet and update their scheduling 
sequence accordingly. 
5. SIMUlATION MonEL. EX! )ERIMENTAL RESULTS & OBSERVATIONS 
The network configuration is :;hown in Figure 1. A single coaxial cable 
links all the nodes together. The capacity of the cable is 10Mb/s. The 
performance of the ETHERNE~ r and GBRAM protocol depend on a number 
of important parameters listed below. 
i) The time that it tal (es for a node to recognize that the channel 
is idle (I) 
ii) The time that it tal (es for a node to recognize that the channel 
is busy (B) 
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iii) The time that it tak es for a node to recognize that a collision is 
in progress on the (hannel (C) 
iv) The end-to-end prol'agation delay (x) (i.e., the time that it takes 
for a message to tra {el from one node at the one end of the cable 
to another node at tlle other end of the cable) 
v) The duration of the jam signal sent by a colliding node (J) 
vi) The time unit used by the back-off algorithm (R) 
vii) The time interval b~tween two successive packet transmissions (lG) 
viii) The length of the pa cket (PL) 
ix) The number of node s in the network (N) 
x) The way the MAU l:nits are distributed along the cable 
xi) The total input traffic generated by the active nodes 
For the results that we are goiJJg to present we took the parameter values 
specified in [1]. In particular, f(lr the network configuration of Figure 1 we 
have 1=30.14 bits, B=14.14 bits, (= 28.14 bits, x = 52.93 bits, J=48 bits, R=512 
bits and IG=96 bits. Furthermon, we chose PL=1024 bits, N=100 or 400, the 
MAU units uniformly distribute:l along the cable and the traffic generated 
by all the nodes to be a Poisson process. 
There is one additional node ill the network that generates traffic in a 
different manner than the othE:r nodes. This node is referred to as the 
Management Command and COIltrol (MCC) unit and simulates a variety of 
combat service and support vel ricles. The number of vehicles that MCC 
simulates is taken to be equal to the number of nodes (N) in the network. 
Every second the MCC unit sen4ls one update message (i.e., packet) for one 
fifth of the vehicles that it simdates. Due to its unique nature, the MCC 
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unit is treated differently than the other nodes. Every time the MCC unit 
gains access into the channel it is allowed to transmit ten packets at once. 
Other choices for the parametE rs specified above are possible but the ones 
chosen provide us with the capability to conduct a detailed comparison 
between the GBRAM and the ~THERNET protocols. Figure 6 shows the 
delay versus traffic load pern ,rmance for the GBRAM and ETHERNET 
protocols with N=100. We obsorve from Figure 6 that for light traffic load 
ETHERNET induces a delay approximately equal to the packet 
transmission time, i.e., there is almost no contention delay for access to the 
network. As the traffic load i.J Lcreases to medium loads the delay rises to 
several times the packet tran smission time owing to collisions and the 
associated back-offs. While a node is incurring a back-off delay, it is not 
contending for network access. Thus, larger delays effectively reduce the 
instantaneous offered load and help maintain stability. Nevertheless, as 
the input traffic increases ab)ve a certain point, we observe an abrupt 
increase in the delay due to the fact that at high loads most nodes have 
more than one packet at a time awaiting transmission. While the 
discarding of packets feature )f the ETHERNET protocol will guarantee 
relatively reasonable delays fOI the packets that are first in the queue, the 
second or third packet in the qt .eue will experience even larger delays. This 
results in the "blow-up" behanor of the ETHERNET protocol, once the 
traffic load exceeds a certain limit. On the other hand, the GBRAM 
protocol exhibits a much more rational behavior. For light traffic loads, 
GBRAM induces a delay large:~ than the packet transmission time due to 
the fact that a packet may arrive at a node site before its scheduling 
instance comes up. As expect ed, GBRAM is worse than ETHERNET for 
light traffic load. As the tr affic increases, the GBRAM performance 
becomes comparable to ETHEI:.NET. For high traffic load GBRAM incurs 
relatively small delays and it 011tperforms ETHERNET. This is because the 
deterministic nature of the G BRAM avoids collisions altogether. As a 
result, the channel is either idle or busy with successful transmissions. At 
high loads, all nodes are acti-ve most of the time. Hence, the channel is 
almost entirely occupied by Su( :cessful packet transmissions, allowing US to 
accommodate a traffic load c10E e to 100%. It is worth noting that at traffic 
load of nine thousand packets'sec, GBRAM induces a delay smaller than 
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ETHERNET at traffic load of eix thousand packets/sec. The cut off point 
(Le., the traffic load at which GBRAM becomes better than ETHERNET 
occurs at the traffic load of a}: proximately 4.5 thousand packets/per sec. 
But even for traffic loads below the cutoff point, GBRAM exhibits a 
reasonable performance (i.e., delays smaller than 0.4 ms) 
Figure 7 shows the delay verSt.s traffic load performance for the GBRAM 
and ETHERNET protocols with N=400. Similar observations, regarding 
performance comparisons bet Neen ETHERNET and GBRAM, can be 
drawn for Figure 7. We can see l from Figure 7, that as the number of nodes 
in the network increases the performance of GBRAM and ETHERNET 
deteriorates. For ETHERNET fuis is attributed to the fact that the same 
input load is distributed amOIl:~ a larger number of nodes resulting in a 
higher probability of collisions. For GBRAM the deterioration in 
performance stems from the fac·; that it takes longer to schedule 400 nodes 
than to schedule 100 nodes. F:nally, the cutoff point, in Figure 7, occurs 
later than in Figure 6. In particular, with 400 nodes in the network 
GBRAM outperforms ETHERNET for traffic load above five thousand 
packets/sec. This behavior was predicted in the discussion of the GBRAM 
and ETHERNET protocols in Sec tion 4. 
In Figures 8 and 9 we show the histograms of the delay distribution for the 
GBRAM and ETHERNET proto(ols, with 400 nodes at traffic loads of, three 
thousand and six thousand pacl~ets/sec, respectively. The labels on the x-
axis indicate the upper limit of «!ach bin. The leftmost bin includes packets 
with delay <0.5 ms, the next bin, packets with delay >0.5 and <1.0 and 80 on. 
··We observe from Figure 8 and 9 that most of the ETHERNET packets 
experience a delay <0.5. Actuall y, 93% and 65% of the ETHERNET packets 
experience a delay smaller thaI. 0.5ms at loads of three and six thousand 
packets/sec, respectively. The corresponding numbers for the GBRAM 
protocol are 21% and 12%. On tl.e other hand, we see that at a traffic load of 
six thousand packets/sec only 2% of the GBRAM packets experience a delay 
larger than 5ms, while 13% of the ETHERNET packets experience delays 
larger than 5ms. Figures 8 and 9 show the GBRAM packet delays are more 
evenly distributed than ETHE] tNET packet delays. ETHERNET packet 
delays (at high loads) are ei1.her very small or very large. Similar 
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conclusions, can be drawn fr(lm Figure 10 and 11, where we show the 
histograms of the delay disbibution for the GBRAM and ETHERNET 
protocols with 100 nodes at input loads of three thousand packets/sec and 
six thousand packets/sec, respectively. 
In Figures 12 and 13 we sh ow the percentage of lost traffic for the 
ETHERNET and the GBRAM I,rotocols in a network of 100 and 400 nodes, 
respectively. GBRAM by COllstruction does not discard any pa.ckets. 
ETHERNET discards packets I &r 16 unsuccessful attempts to access the 
channel (i.e., after 16 collisiolls). As we see, from Figures 12 and 13, 
ETHERNET starts discarding packets at traffic loads above six thousand 
packets/per sec. In particular, at traffic load of 7.5 thousand packets/sec 
and 400 nodes in the network, . he percentage of lost traffic is unacceptably 
high (-7%). This is anoth'~r indication that GBRAM outperforms 
ETHERNET for high traffic loac ls. 
Let us now discuss a variatioI. of the ETHERNET protocol we examined 
which demonstrated better performance than ETHERNET in our 
simulations. One of the limitati ems of the ETHERNET protocol is that every 
colliding node with a back-off delay (specified by the back-off algorithm) 
decreases its back-off delay (to determine the instant of its rlext 
transmission attempt) independ ently of whether the channel is idle or busy. 
A variation of ETHERNET, which we named ETHERNET-I, allows the 
colliding nodes to decrease their back-off delay only during the time 
intervals that the node senses the channel idle. In Table 1, we show the 
average packet delay in ms and percentage of lost traffic versus traffic load 
for the ETHERNET-1 protocol, in a network of 100 nodes. Similar results 
are shown in Table 1 for the ET HERNET protocol. As we see, from Table 1, 
ETHERNET-lout performs ETHERNET for traffic loads up to 7.5 thousand 
packets/sec. At a traffic load of 7.5 thousand packets/sec ETHERNET-1 
experiences a little bit higher th m ETHERNET average packet delay (-3ms) 
but accommodates more traffic into the network (-1.26%). 
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TRAFFIC LOAD EIHERNJ !:r-I E1BERNET 
(1000 packets/sec) Mean Delay (ms) % of Lost Traffic Mean Delay (ms) % of Lost Traffic 
1.52 0.137 0 0.137 0 
3.02 0.172 0 0.179 0 
4.52 0.271 0 0.444 0 
6.02 0.982 0 5.9 0.038 
7.52 60.9 0.012 57.1 1.271 
TABLE I. Performance Comparison BE tween ETHERNET-I AND ETHERNET (100 nodes) 
As we mentioned in the int:~oduction the networking of real-time, 
interactive simulation training systems departs from the traditional use of 
a computer network. When ~sed to interconnect real-time training 
simulators, the network is used almost exclusively for communication of 
process state information betwe«!n the simulators engaged in the training 
exercise. In this context, a new packet at a node site, carrying the most 
current state of the node, can rllplace an old packet, not yet successfully 
trapsmitted, that represents a n)w outdated state condition. We utilized 
this approach in an implementation of the GBRAM protocol, named 
GBRAM-l. Our results are sho"n in Table 2, for a network of 100 nodes. 
In the same Table we includE d the GBRAM results for comparison 
purposes. We observe from Table 2 that GBRAM-l induces average packet 
delays which are smaller than GBRAM, at the expense of increased 
percentage of lost traffic. The average packet delay improvement of 
GBRAM -lover GBRAM is not si~ nificant considering the fact that at high 
loads (nine thousand packets/sec) GBRAM-l induces an unacceptably high 
percentage of lost traffic (-9%). 
TRAFFIC LOAD 
(1000 packets/sec) Mean Delay (ms) 
1.52 0.318 
3.02 0.363 
4.52 0.436 
6.02 0.554 
7.52 0.754 
GBRAM·I 
% of Lost Traffic 
0.106 
0.43 
1.06 
2.26 
4.46 
GBRAM 
Mean Delay (ms) % of Lost Traffic 
0.319 
0.368 
0.451 
0.609 
0.975 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
_ TABlE 2. PerfOimance Comparison E etween GBRAM-I and GBRAM (100 nodes) 
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Other variations of the ETHERN ET protocol might be worth examining. 
For example, ETHERNET and ET HERNET -1 protocol variations where we 
discard packets as in GBRAM-1 fIe suitable candidates for investigation. 
In particular, ETHERNET with di Bcarding of packets is anticipated to give 
us a much better delay performanc:e at high loads than ETHERNET, but at 
the expense of some increase in th« i percentage of lost traffic. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
We now make some conclusive remarks regarding the performance 
comparisons between GBRAM an( l ETHERNET conducted in the previous 
sections. 
C.1) ETHERNET outperforms G BRAM for light to medium traffic loads 
(i.e., less than 4.5 thousand packets/sec) 
C.2) GBRAM outperforms ETHE:RNET for medium to high traffic loads 
(i.e., above 4.5 thousand pac: rets/sec) 
C.3) The performance of both GB::L\M and ETHERNET deteriorates as the 
number of nodes on the net, fOrk increases. 
CA) GBRAM exhibits good perf)rmance over the whole range of input 
traffic loads (i.e., even for li~ht to medium traffic load). 
C.5) ETHERNET performance cleteriorates drastically for input loads 
above a certain threshold ~i.e., for traffic loads above six thousand 
packets/sec). 
C.6) GBRAM packets experience delays over a wide range of reasonable 
delay values. 
C.7) ETHERNET packets experiE nce either very small delays or relatively 
large (compared to GBRAM: delays. 
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C.8) MCC packets, under GBR ~ and ETHERNET, experience larger 
delays than the node pad :ets, given that we adhere to the policy 
postulated in Section 5, spe cifically that the MCC transmits at most 
ten packets at once when ii. gains access to the channel (see Table 3 
below). 
TRAFFIC LOAD GmtAM (MOO ETHERNET (MCC) 
(1000 packets/sec) Me8J 1 Delay (rns) Mean Delay (rns) 
1_58 10.66 4.19 
3.08 12.61 4.3 
4.58 15.46 4.43 
6.08 20.09 14.7 
TABLE 3. Average Delay per MCC Pacl:et Under GBRAM and ETHERNET (400 nodes) 
C.9) If we let the MCC unit tralsmit more than ten packets at once, we 
will significantly decrease the MCC packet delays at the expense .of a 
relatively minor increase of the node packet delays. 
C.IO) A variation of ETHERNET which discards packets and decreases the 
back-off delays only during idle channel instances will exhibit a 
better performance than ET EIERNET. 
C.II) A variation of ETHERNET where we choose the unit of 
retransmission delays (bac k-off delays) in an optimal way will be 
superior than ETHERNET. 
It is worth noting that concluskns C.9 through C.II indicate topics for 
further research. The most im portant conclusion of our work is that 
deterministic protocols such as ~ }BRAM, and for similar reasons, token 
ring protocols, outperform ETHEl NET. If our objective is to design a local 
area network that supports communication among simulators which 
generate at most six thousand pa4 :ketslsec then the ETHERNET protocol is 
the right choice. This is hardly t le case though, especially at times, when 
interconnecting different local ar ea network sites is seriously considered. 
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Hence, protocols that achieve hig 1er throughput than ETHERNET should 
be carefully investigated. The (lBRAM and token ring protocols attain 
higher throughput than E1'HER}IrET. As a result, careful examination of 
these protocols and issues relate d with their implementation to support 
real-time simulation networking Ehould be addressed. 
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FIGURE 1: Bus Network Topology System Configuration 
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FIGURE 2: Node Identiti 9S in the GBRAM Protocol 
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FIGURE 3: Channel Scheduling for the GBRAM Protocol in a Network of four Nodes 
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FIGURE 5: Channel Scheduling for the GBRAM Protocol in a Network of four Nodes 
(Le. Nodes (1,1), (1,2), (2,1), (2,2)) .. 
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APPENDIXA: DESCRIPTION OJ ~ THE GBRAM PRm'OCQL 
Let t be a time epoch common to all the nodes; t corresponds to the 
beginning of a scheduling period. The beginning; of a scheduling period 
corresponds to either the end of a transmission period (as perceived by the 
transmitting node) plus the propa,~ation delay along the cable or to complete 
scheduling cycle after the beginni ng of the previous scheduling period (see 
Figure 5). Let us assume that node (iljl) is the node that transmitted last 
prior to time t. Then, an arbitrllry node (i2j2) is scheduled to transmit 
T(i2j2) units of time after t, where T(i2j2) is defined as follows: 
';'-1 
T(h,j2) = L D(iI,jjiI,j + 1) 
j=j,+ 
N;,-I 
T(h,jz) = L D(ihjjihj + 1)+ 
j=j,+l 
;,-2 N;+l-I 
L{D(i,N;ji+l,1)+ I: D(i+l,jji+l,j+1)}+ 
i=it j= l 
j,-I 
D(i2 -1, N;2-lj i2, 1) + L D(i2,jj i2,j + 1) 
j=1 
and 
N;,-I 
T(i2'jz) = L D(iI,j;iI,j + 1)+ 
j=it+l 
M-l N;+:-I 
L{D(i,N;ji+1,1)+ ~: D(i+1,jji+l,j+l)}+ 
i=it j=:1 
D(M, ]l'Mj 1,1)+ 
;,-1 N;-1 -
L{D(i,N;ji+1,1)+ L D(i,jji,j + 1)}+ 
;=1 j=1 
j,-1 
L D(i2,jji2,j + 1) 
j=1 
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APPENDlXB.l: DESCRIPTION ()F 1lIE E'W f:RNl&r SIMULATION CQDE 
Every node in the network has a queue where it stores the packets that 
arrive at its site and require access to the channel. These packets :are 
served on a first-come, first-servE' basis. The program utilizes two storage 
devices. One of them, called stacl:, stores the node packets that are at the 
top of the node queues. The pack.!ts in the stack follow the ETHERNET 
protocol to access the channel. A 11 other node packets are stored in the 
second storage device called buffer. 
First the program determines th e propagation delays between any two 
nodes in the network. We consid.!r two cases denoted as minimum and 
maximum delays. These cases cor respond, respectively, to the best possible 
and the worst possible propagatio n delays between any two nodes in the 
network, as specified in the standfLl"ds specification [1]. Then the program 
choo.ses the load of the channe l and by utilizing a random number 
generator, determines the time of arrival and identity (Le., the node they 
originate from) of the the generatec l packets. 
At the beginning of the main program, we calculate CTN (the time that the 
state of the channel will change from idle to busy). The change of the 
channel state from idle to busy m iy originate either from a packet in the 
stack (i.e., packets that are alrea dy in the system) or from a new packet 
arrival. Following the determir .ation of CTN, the program examines 
whether CTN is the beginning of a successful transmission or a collision 
event. 
If a successful event occurs, thll program calculates the delay of the 
successfully transmitted packet aad stores this delay value either in the 
array ARRAY (.) (if the packet is a node packet) or in the array MARRAY 
(.) (if the packet is an MCC packet). Then, the program calculates the time 
ABORT (1) which corresponds to . he time that the successful transmission 
ends. Furthermore, the program determines IDLE which is the time we 
can say with certainty that all nod es have seen the channel idle for at least 
Interframe Gap (IG) period of time after the end of the successful 
transmission. 
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If a collision event occurs, the colI [ding nodes are identified and their stack 
indices are saved into the array S~rI (.). A retransmission (back-oft) delay is 
assigned to them which is stored i 1to the array SRD (.). Then, the program 
calculates the time instances at which the coHiding nodes stop their 
transmissions, and stores them in the array ABORT (.). Furthermore,. the 
program determines IDLE, whi,ili is the time we can say with certainty 
that all nodes have seen the charu leI idle for at least IG period of time after 
the end of all packet transmissioll s involved in the collision event. Finally, 
the time instances that the coll:ding nodes reduce their retransmission 
delays to zero (Le., the time instances that they will reattempt to transmit) 
are calculated and stored in the array RD (.). 
From this point on, successful transmission and collision events are 
simulated simultaneously. Packets in the stack that will attempt 
transmission at a time prior to ID] ~ update their RD (.) values accordingly. 
. . 
New packets that arrive prior to U)LE are put in the stack with appropriate 
RD (.) values (Le., the time instanl:e that they will attempt to transmit). The 
packet among those stored in tho stack that will transmit first (i.e., the 
packet with the smallest RD (.) v: uue) is determined and its stack index is 
denoted by 1M IN . At this point, the packets that have been successfully 
transmitted or over-collided (more than 16 successful attempts to access the 
channel) are discarded. After chaning up the stack, we go back to the 
beginning of the main program where the new time C TN is found by 
comparing RD (IMIN) and the n.:xt new packet arrival after IDLE. Then, 
the main program is repeated an,i this process continues until all packets 
are successfully transmitted or 0 ver-collided. At the end of the program 
statistical results are calculated a 1d printed out. 
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APPENDIX B.2 GLOSSARY OF TERMS =-OR THE ETHERNET SIMULATION CODE 
--- -------- -- ----- ---
--- -------------------
A(.) -) ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME OF ARRIVALS OF NEW PACKETS 
AO+RB -) PROPAGATION DELAY BETWEEN TWO NODES IN THE NETWORK 
LOCATED AT THE TWO E~DS OF THE CABLE 
BO -) JAM SIGNAL (IN BITS) FOR MINIMUM DELAYS 
BO+DF -) JAM SIGNAL FOR MAXIMJM DELAYS 
C(.) -) ARRAY CONTAINING THE IDENTITIES OF NEW ARRIVALS 
CO ~) END TO END PROPAGATIJN DELAY ALONG THE CABLE 
COLMC -) NUMBER OF TIMES MCC :OLLIDES 
CTN -) TIME THAT A NODE CHAhlGES THE STATE OF THE CHANNEL FROM 
IDLE TO BUSY 
CU -) NUMBER OF PACKETS IN THE BUFFER 
CULL -) MAXIMUM INDEX OF BUF=ER 
CULL1 -) AVERAGE INDEX OF BUFI=ER 
D(I~J)+RB->THE PROPAGATION DELA{ BETWEEN THE NODES I & J 
DELAY(.)-) ARRAY CONTAINING THE DELAYS OF THE PACKETS TRANSMITTED 
BY THE NODES 
DF -) CONSTANT EQUAL TO L6 BITS (MAXIMUM DELAYS) OR 0 BITS 
DG 
DU+RB 
GROUPS' 
KL 
IDLE 
(MINII'1UM DELAYS) 
-~ PROPAGATION DELAY BErWEEN TWO ADJACENT GROUPS OF NODES 
-> F'RDPAGATION DELAY BE"rWEEN TWO I'JODES IN THE SAt'lE GROUP 
-) NUMBER OF GROUPS OF I~ODES 
-). NUMBER OF PACKETS GEhlERATED 
- •• > TIME AT II-JHICH ALL THE NODES SEE THE CHANNEL IDLE FOR 
AT LEAST IS UNITS OF TIME 
IG -} INTEFFRAt1E GAP (IN BI'rS) 
H1IN -) STACK INDEX OF THE N!)DE WITH THE SMALLEST RD (. ) 
L -) TRAFFIC LOAD OF THE CHANNEL 
L3 -~ NUMBER OF TIMES THE !3TACK IS EMPTY 
L4 -) NUf1BER OF PACKETS TR1~NSMITTED BY THE NODES 
L6 -) NUMBER OF COLLISIONS 
LAST -~ TIME ALL TRANSMISSI~~S STOP 
MCC -> IDENTITY OF THE MCC IJNIT 
MCP -) Mee PACKET LENGTH 
MDELAY(.)-)ARRAY CONTAINING THE DELAYS OF THE PACKETS TRANSMITTED 
MEAN1 
ML4 
MMEANI 
MP (. ) 
t1PMI 
MVARI 
MX(.) 
t1XDM 
BY THE MCC 
-> AVERAGE DELAY OF A PI~CKET TRANSMITTED BY THE NODES 
-.;- NUMBER OF PACKETS TRI ~NSM I TTED BY THE MCC 
-) AVERAGE DELAY OF A PI~CKET TRANSMITTED BY THE MCC 
-~ ARRAY OF PERCENTAGES OF PACKETS TRANSMITTED BY THE MCC 
WITH DELAYS WITHIN CERTAIN PRESPECIFIED RANGES (e.g. 
(1,5),[5,10),[10-15) PACKET LENGTHS etc) 
-) PERCENTAGE OF PAC~~TS TRANSMITTED BY THE MCC WITH 
DELAYS OF 1 PACKET L~NGTH 
- .. ' VARIANCE OF THE DELA'{ OF A PACKET TRANSMITTED BY THE 
Mce 
-) ARRAY CONTAINING TH~ NUMBER OF PACKETS TRANSMITTED 
BY THE MCC WITH D::LAYS WITHIN CERTAIN PRESPECIFIED 
RANGES (e.g. (1-5),[5-10),[10-15) PACKET LENGTHS etc) 
'. NUMBER OF PACKETS T~ANSMITTED BY THE MCC WITH DELAYS -.~. 
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NC 
NL 
NS 
NSCU 
NSS 
NSS1 
OVERC 
PE e . ) 
PL 
PMI 
f::AND (0) 
RB 
FC 
RT I." 
SA ( • ) 
S I ( • ) 
SNC ( • ) 
SPI (. ) 
ST I ( . ) 
TD ( . ) 
TMEAN 
TP e . ) 
TP!'1 I 
TXDM 
TVAF! 
VAFI 
XD< . ) 
- > 
. - .: . 
- .> 
-
'. 
,,:' 
'. 
-
.,:' 
- .> 
. - .: . 
- .> 
-> 
_ .... 
.. ' 
-> 
-> 
OF 1 PACKET LENGTH 
NUMBER OF COLL I D I N(3 PP,CKETS DUR I NG A COLL I S I ON EVENT 
CURFENT INDEX OFrHE AFRAYS CONTAINING THE IDENTITY 
AND TIME OF ARRIVAL OF NEW PACKETS 
NUMBER OF PACKET:3 WAITING IN THE STACK FOF: 
TRANS!"I I SS I ON 
P,VEEAGE INDEX OF BDTH STACK AND BUFFEE 
MA X I MUt'l I NDE X OF S" ACl< 
t~NERAGE INDEX OF S"ACK 
NUMBER OF F'ACt(ETS DISCAFDED BECAUSE THEY COLLIDE MOFE 
THAN 1t.. TIMES 
ARRAY WITH PEHCEr-CAGES OF PACKETS TRANSMITTED BY THE 
NODES WITH DELAYS lJITHIN CERTAIN PRESPECIFIED RANGES 
(e.g. (1-5) ~ [5-10)! [10-15) PACI<ET LENGTHS etc) 
PACI<ET LENGTH 
PERCENT AGE OF PACt :ETS TRANSt'l I TTED BY THE NODES WITH 
DELAYS OF 1 PACKET LENGTH 
UN I FORM RANDOM GENn:;:ATOR 
CONSTANT EQUAL TO 3 BITS (MAXIMUM DELAYS) OF 0 BITS 
(MINIMUM DELAYS) 
-> CONSTANT EQUAL TO 14· BIT <t1P,X It'1UM DELAYS) Of:: 0 BITS 
(MINIMUM DELAYS) 
-> CONSH'1NT EQUAL Tei 16 BIT (MAXIMUM DELAYS) OF 0 BITS 
(MINIMLII"I DELAYS) 
ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME OF AF:RIVAL OF PACI<ETS IN THE 
STACK THAT WAIT FOF' TRANSMISSION 
-> AF:RAY CONTAINING THE IDENTITIES OF THE PACKETS IN THE 
STACK THAT WAIT FOF' TRANSMISSION 
-) ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF 
PACKET, WAITING IN THE STACK, HAS 
-) ARRAY CONTAINING lHE STACK INDEX 
MAY COLLIDE (POTEN1IAL COLLIDEHS) 
COLLISIONS THAT A 
SUFFERED 
OF THE PACKETS THAT 
-) ARRAY CONTAINING lHE STACK INDEX OF THE PACKETS THAT 
COLLIDE 
-) ARRAY CONTAINING T~E NUMBER OF THE PACKETS TRANSMITTED 
BY THE MCC OR HE NODES WITH DELAYS WITHIN CERTAIN 
PRESPECIFIED RANGEE (e.g. (1-5)~[5-10),[10-15) PACKET 
LENGTHS etc) 
-) 
-,,:' 
'. 
-
,,:' 
-
.:-
- '> 
-> 
' . 
-
. :. 
AVEHAGE DELAY OF A PACKET TRANSMITTED BY THE NODES OR 
THE MCC 
ARRAY WITH PERCEN1AGES OF PACKETS TRANSMITTED BY THE 
NODES OR MCC WITH rELAYS WITHIN CERTAIN PRESPECIFIED 
RANGES (e.g. (1-5),[5-10),[10-15) PACKET LENGTHS etc) 
PEHCENTAGE OF PACKETS TRANSMITTED BY THE NODES OR THE 
MCC WITH DELAYS OF 1 PACKET LENGTH 
TOTAL NUMBER OF FACKETS TRANSMITTED BY THE NODES OR 
MeC WITH DELAYS OF 1 PACKET LENGTH 
VARIANCE OF THE rELAY OF A PACKET TRANSMITTED BY THE 
NODES OR THE MCC 
VARIANCE OF THE DELAY OF A PACKET TRANSMITTED BY THE 
NODES 
AHRAY CONTAINING T~E NUMBER OF PACKETS TRANSMITTED BY 
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NUMBEF: OF PACKETS ;"RANSMITTED BY THE NODES WI TH DEU;YS 
OF 1 PACKET LENGTH 
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APPENDIX B.3 ETHERNET SIMULATION CODE 
C 
C 
INTEGER I,J~Jl,Il,NL,NS,IMIN,TEMP,PNC,NC,GENE 
INTEGER C(106001),SI(6CO),SNC(600),STI(500) 
INTEGER SPI(500),OVE(SC),L3,L4,NSS,OVERC,MCC,MCP 
INTEGER Kl,K2,K3,GROUPE,NODES,OV,NCL,L6,KL,PLL,PLl 
INTEGER SSI(40000),ML4,COLMC,CULL,L7,L9,CU 
INTEGER XI,XD(30),XDM,~X(30),MXDM,TD(30),TL4,TXDM 
REAL L 
DOUBLE PRECISION AO,BO,IG,PL,DU,DG,RB,RI,RC,CO,DF 
DOUBLE PRECISION D(402,402),RD(600),SA(600),SRD(400) 
DOUBLE PRECISION A(O:110001),DELAY(106000),ABORT(O:400) 
DOUBLE PRECISION MEAN1,C5,CTN,AVE1,VARI,NSS1,X,Y, IDLE 
DOUBLE PREC I S I ON LAST, F'E (30) , CC, AA, MPL, XDMM, CULL 1, NSCU 
DOUBLE PRECISION MDELA,'(6000),MMEAN1,MVARI,MP(30),MPMI,PMI 
DOUBLE PRECISION MAVE1,SSA(40000),TP(30),TMEAN,TVARI,TPMI 
BO=32 
IG==96 
PL=102LJ· 
A(O)=O 
C DETERMINE IF THE DELAYS ARE MAXIMUM OR MINIMUM. 
C 
DO 100 Kl=1,2 
IF (Kl.EQ.l) THEN 
C CONSIDERING MAX 111UM DELAYS 
C 
C 
DU=28.28 
RB=3 
RI=16 
RC=14 
CO=21.65 
DF=16 
ELSE 
CONSIDERING MINIi1UM DELAYS 
DU=6.68 
RB=O.OOOOl 
RI=O 
RC=O 
CO=16.67 
DF=O 
ENDIF 
AO=CO+DU 
PLL=10 
PL1=50 
C DETERMINE THE NUMBER OF NODES TO BE CONSIDERED. 
C 
DO 200 K2=1,4 
IF (K2.EQ.l) NODES=100 
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C 
IF (K2. EQ. 2) ~·.JODES=2(1) 
IF (1<2. EO. 3) NODES=::;;;Ol) 
IF (K2.EO.4) NODES=4(1) 
MCC==NODESJ2 
C DETERMINE THE PROPAGtHION DELAYS BETWEEN ANY PAIF: OF NODES. 
C 
GF:OUPS=NODES / 8+ 1 
IF «1<2. EQ. 2) • OR. (K2. EQ. ,1-» GF:OUPS=GROUF'S-l 
DG=COJ(GROUPS-l) 
DO 1 I=O,GROUPS-l 
DO 2 11=1,8 
DO 3 J=O,GROUF'S-l 
DO 4 Jl=1.,8 
D ( I *8+ 11, J *8-~,] 1)::.-.: lABS ( I -\oJ) *DG+DU 
4 CONTINUE 
3 CONTINUE 
2 CONTINUE 
1 CONTINUE 
DO 5 I==l,NODES 
D ( I , I) =:0 
5 CONTINUE 
C 
C DETERI"IINE THE TRAFFIC LOAD, j~S WELL AS, THE IDENTITY AND 
C T I ME OF ARF: I VAL OF NEW PACKETS. 
C 
113 
114 
DO 300 1<3= 1 , 5 
IF (K3. EQ. 1) L=.15 
IF (K3.EQ.2) L=.3 
IF (J<3.EQ.3) L=.45 
IF (J<3.EQ.4) L=.6 
IF (J<3.EQ.5) L=.75 
IF (K3.EQ.6) L=.9 
CC:::1000000(i 
1=0 
1'1CF'=O 
DO 6 11=1,100000 
1=1+1 
A ( I ) =A ( 1-1 ) + (ALOG ( : 11 ( 1-F:AND (0) ) ;. * * ( 1/U ) ) *F'L 
IF (A(I).GE.CC) THEN 
AA=A (I) 
DO 113 J=1,NODE!3/50 
A (I) =CC 
C{I)=MCC 
MCF'=MCF'+10 
I=I+1 
CONTINUE 
CC=CC+ 1 0000000 I 
A (I) =AA .. 
ENDIF 
C(I)::::RAND(0)*NODES~1 
IF (CCI).EQ.MCC) TIiEN 
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c 
IF «1<2. EQ. 1) • CR. (1<2. EQ. 3) THEN 
C(I)=NDDES+1 
EL.SE 
GO TO 114 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
CONTINUE 
KL=I 
A(I+l)=90000000000000C.O 
CLJLL=O 
CLJLL1=O 
NS1=O 
L7=(l 
L9=O 
NSCLJ=O 
OV=O 
NL=l 
NS=O 
OVERI=O 
DVERC=O 
A\JE1=O 
i1AVEl=(i 
ML4=(i 
MEAN1=O -
VAF:I=O 
COLMC=O 
16=1) 
L3=O 
NSS=(i 
NSS1==O 
L4:::(i 
CLJ=Cl 
1'1PL= 1 024*PLL. 
C DETERMINE WHICH NODE INITIA1ES TRANSMISSION AND AT WHAT TIME (CTN). 
C 
400 
8 
IF «NS. EQ. 0) • OR. (A (NU a LEa (RD (IMIN) ) » THEN 
DO 8 1=1 !fNS 
IF (SI(I).EQ.C(NL» THEN 
CU=CLJ+l 
SSA (CU) =A (NU 
SSI (CU) =C (NU 
NL=NL+l 
GO TO 400 
ENDIF 
CONTINUE 
NS=NS+l 
SA (NS) =A (NU 
SI(NS)=C(NL) 
SNC(NS)=O 
RD(NS)=A(NL) 
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c 
F'NC=l 
SPI(PNC)=NS 
CTN=A(NL) 
NL:::NL+l 
ELSE 
PNC=1 
SPICPNC)=IMIN 
CTN=RD (IMIN) 
ENDIF 
NSS1=NSS1+NS 
C DETERMINE THE POTENTIAL COLLIDERS AMONG THE PACKETS IN THE STACK. 
C 
7 
C 
DO 7 I=1,NS 
IF « (RD (I) ) • LE. (CTN+;O+F:B) ). AND. (I. NE. SPI (1) » THEN 
PNC=PNC+1 
SPI(PNC)=I 
ENDIF 
CONTINUE 
C DETERMINE THE POTENTIAL COLLIDERS AMONG THE NEW ARRIVALS. 
C 
10 IF (A(NL).LE. (CTN+AO+RB») THEN 
11 
C 
c 
DO 11 1=1, NS 
IF (S I ( I ) • EQ. C (NU) THEN 
CU=CU+1 
SSA (CU) ={~ (NU 
SSI (eu) =C <NL) 
NL=NL+l 
GO TO 10 
ENDIF 
CONTINUE 
NS=NS+l 
SACNS)=A(NL) 
SI(NS)=C(NL) 
SNC(NS)=O 
RD(NS)=A(NL) 
NL=NL+l 
PNC=PNC+l 
SPI (PNC) =NS 
GO TO 10 
ENDIF 
C DETERMINE IF THERE IS A SUCC~SSFUL TRANSMISSION OR COLLISION. 
C 
DO 17 I=2,PNC 
IF (O:WCSPI (I) )-RDiSPI (1)) .LE. <RB+D(SI (SPI iI» ~SI (SPI (1))) 
$GO TO 22 
17 CONTINUE 
C 
C A SUCCESSFUL TRANSMISSION TOJK PLACE. 
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c 
C IF SUCCESSFUL TRANSMISSIONCS) ORIGINATE FROM THE MCC UNIT~ 
C DETERMINE THE DELAYS OF THE MCC SUCCESSFULLY TRANSMITTED 
C PACKET(S). 
C 
40 
C 
IF (SI(SPI(l».EQ.MCC) THEN 
DO 40 I=I,PLL 
ML4=ML4+1 
MDELAYCML4)=RDCSPI(1»+I*PL-SACSPI(I» 
MAVE1=MAVE1+MDELAY(ML4) 
CONTINUE 
ABORT (l)=CTN+MPL 
IDLE=CTN+MPL+RI+IG+AO 
GO TO 147 
ENDIF 
C IF THE SUCCESSFUL TRANSMISSION ORIGINATES FROM A NODE, 
C DETERMINE THE DELAY OF THE SUCCESSFULLY TRANSMITTED PACKET. 
C 
L4=L4+1 
DELAY(L4)=RD(SPIC1»+1024-SA(SPI(1» 
AVEl=AVE1+DELAY(L4) 
147 
C 
ABORT (1)=CTN+PL 
IDLE=CTN+PL+RI+IG+AO 
OV=l 
OVE(OV)=SPIel) 
GO TO 95 
C A COLLISION TOOK PLACE. 
C 
C ORDER THE POTENTIAL COLLIDERS BASED ON THE TIME THEY ATTEMPT 
C TO INITIATE THEIR TRANSMISSIONS. 
C 
22 DO 23 I=l~PNC-l 
X=RD(SPI(I» 
DO 24 J=I+l,PNC 
Y=RD(SPI(J» 
IF (X.GT.Y) THEN 
TEMP=SPI(I) 
SPI(I)=SPI(J) 
SPIeJ)=TEMP 
x=y 
ENDIF 
24 CONTINUE 
23 CONTINUE 
L6=L6+1 
C DETERMINE THE PACKETS THAT COLLIDE AND STORE THEIR STACK INDEX 
C INTO THE ARRAY STI(.) AND T~EIR RETRANSMISSION DELAYS INTO 
C THE ARRAY SRDC.). 
C 
DO 25 J=l,PNC 
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C 
C5=RD(SPI(1»+D(SI(SPIC1»,SI(SPI(J») 
DO 26 I==2,NC 
IF <RD (STI (I» +D (SI (STI (I», SI (SPI eJ»). LE. C5) THEN 
C5=RD (ST I ( I ) ) +D 0: S I (ST I ( I ) ) , S I (SP I (,)) ) ) 
ENDIF 
CONTINUE 
IF (RD(SPI(J».LE.C5+~B) THEN 
THE PACKET WITH ST;CK INDEX SPI(J) HAS COLLIDED. 
SNC(SPI(J»=SNC(SPI(J»+1 
IF (SI(SPI(J».EQ.~CC) COLMC=COLMC+l 
IF (SNC(SPIeJ».GT.16) THEN 
OVEF:C=OVERC+ 1 
OV==OV+1 
OVE (QV) =sp I (J) I 
ENDIF 
IF (SNC(SPI(J».LE.I0) NCL=SNC(SPI(J» 
IF (SNC(SPI (J» .GT.10) NCL::::I0 
GENE=RANDCO)*2**NC_ 
NC=NC+1 
SRDCNC)=GENE'512 
STI(NC)=SPI(J) 
ENDIF 
25 CONTINUE 
C 
C DETERMINE THE TIME THAT THE :OLLIDERS STOP TRANSMITTING, AND STORE 
C THAT TIME INTO THE ARRAY ABO~T(.). ALSO DETERMINE IDLE THAT IS THE 
C TIME AT WHICH WE CAN SAY WIT~ CERTAINTY THAT ALL THE NODES HAVE 
C SEEN THE CHANNEL IDLE FOR AT LEAST IG UNITS OF TIME AFTEF: THE END 
C OF ALL PACKET TRANSMISSIONS INVOLVED IN THE COLLISION. 
C 
ABORT (0) ::-.:0 
DO 29 I=1,NC 
IF (I.NE.I) THEN 
C5=RD(STI(1»+D(SICSTI(1»,SI(STI(I») 
ELSE 
C5=RD(STI(2»+D(SI(STIC1»,SICSTI(2») 
ENDIF 
DO 30 J=2,NC 
IF CI.NE.J) THEN 
IF « RD CST I (J) ) + D (S I C STI (J) ) , S I (ST I C I ) ) ) ) • LT. (5) THEN 
C5=RD (STI (J) ) +D (SI (STI (I) ) ,SI (STI (J) ) ) 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
30 CONTINUE 
ABORT (I)=C5+RC+DF+BO 
C A USER MUST TRANSMIT AT LEAST 56 BITS 
IF «ABORT(I)-RD(STI(I)).LT.56) ABORT(I)=56+RDCSTI(I») 
IF (ABORT(I).GT.IDLE) IDLE=ABORT(I) 
29 CONTINUE 
IDLE=IDLE+RI+IG+AO 
r 
'.J 
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C DETERMINE THE TIME THAT THE COLLIDERS WILL REDUCE THEIR 
C RETRANSI'1ISSION DELAY TO ZERO AND STORE IT INTO RD (STI (.»). 
C 
DO 504 I=l,NC 
FW (ST I ( I ) ) =ABORT ( I ) +BRD ( I ) 
504 CONTINUE 
C 
C CONSIDER SUCCESSFUL AND COLl_ISION EVENTS IN UNISON 
C 
C IF ANY OF THE PACKETS IN T~~ STACK HAS REDUCED ITS RETRANSMISSION 
C DELAY TO ZEF:O fH THE TIME It·JSTANCE THAT IT SEES THE CHANNEL IDLE 
C FOR IG TIME, DETERMINE THE --IME THAT IT WILL ATTEMPT TO INITIATE 
C TRANSMISSION AND STORE THAT VALUE INTO ROC.) 
C 
95 DO 31 I=l,NS 
31 
C 
IF (RD (I) . LE. IDLE) THEN 
C5=ABORT(l)+D(SI (I: ,SI (SPI (1») 
DO 32 J==2,NC 
IF «ABORT(J)+D:SI(I),SI(STI(J)).GT.C5) THEN 
C5=ABORT (J) +D (S I ( 1) ,S I (8T I (J) ) ) 
ENDIF 
CONTINUE 
IF (RD (I) • LEw (C5+R::+IG» THEN 
RD(I)=C5+RI+IG 
·IF «SI (I) .EQ.S:: (SPI (1)) .AND. (NC.EQ.O») RD{I)=C5+IG 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
CONTINUE 
C PICK UP ALL THE PACKETS THA-- ARRIVED BEFORE THE TIME INSTANCE 
C :' IDLE' AND PUT THEM IN THE BTACK. 
C 
152 
34 
38 
IF (A(NL).LE.IDLE) THEN 
C5=ABORT (1) +D (C (NU , ~;I (SPI (1» ) 
DO 34 I=2,NC 
IF «ABORT(I)+D(C NL),SI(STI(I»».GT.C5) THEN 
C5=ABORT(I)+DCC(NL),SI(STI(I)) 
ENDIF 
CONTINUE 
DO 38 I=l,NS 
IF ( S I ( I ) . EQ. C (NL:) THEN 
CU=CU+1 
SSA (CUj =A (NU 
SSI (CU) =C (NU 
NL=NL+1 
GO TO 152 
ENDIF 
CONTINUE 
NS=NS+l 
SA (NS) =A (NU 
SI (NS) =C (NU 
SNC(NS)=O 
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RD(N8)=C5+RI+IG 
IF «C (NU • EQ. 81 (SPI J 1) » • AND. (NC. EQ. 0» RD (NS) ==C5+IG 
IF (A (NU • 8T. (C5+F:I+J G» RD (NS) =A (NU 
NL=NL+1 
GO TO 152 
ENDIF 
C 
C I F A SUCCESSFUL TRP"NSM I S8 I 01'1 OCCURED GET RID OF THE SUCCESSFULLY 
C TRANSMITTED PACKET. IF A COL,LISION EVENT OCCURED GET RID OF THE 
C OVERCOLLIDED PACKETS. IF AN) OF THE NODES THAT OVERCOLLIDES OR 
C OR TRANSMITS A PACKET HAS AI'OTHER PACKET WAITING IN THE BUFFER 
C PUT IT IN THE STAC. 
c 
491 
DO 43 I::::1~OV 
DO 44 ,]=1 ~ CU 
IF (SI(OVE(I».EQ.SSI(J» THEN 
NS=NS+l 
SA(NS)=SSA(J) 
SI(NS)=SSI(J) 
SNC(NS)=O 
C5=ABORT(I)+DISSI(J),SI(SPI(1») 
DO 465 I1=2,N(: 
IF «ABORTII)+D(SSI(J),SI(STI(I»».GT.C5) THEN 
C5=ABORT ( I ) +D (S8 I (,J) , 8 I (ST I ( I ) ) ) 
ENDIF 
CONTINUE 
RD (N8) =C::i+F:I+l G 
IF « S8 I (J) . EG • S I (8P I (, 1 ) ) ) • AND. (NC. EQ. (I» RD (NS) =C5+ I G 
IF (SSA(J).GT. (C5+RI+IG» RD(NS)=SSA(J) 
DO 491 Il=J,Cl-l 
SSA(I1)=SEA(Il+1) 
SS I ( I 1 ) =SS I ( I 1 + 1 ) 
CONTINUE 
CU=CU-l 
GO TO 46 
ENDIF 
44 CONTINUE 
46 DO 45 Jl=OVE{I),N8-1 
SA ( J 1 ) =SA (,J 1 + 1 ) 
S I (J 1) =8 I (J 1 + 1 ) 
SNC(Jl)=SNC(J1+1) 
RD {, J 1 ) =RD (.J 1 + 1 ) 
45 CONTINUE 
'NS=N8-1 
43 CONTINUE 
C 
C DETERMINE THE INDEX OF THE F'ACKET IN THE THE STACK WITH THE 
C SMALLER RD(.) 
C 
C5:=RD (1) 
IMIN=l 
DO 35 I=2,N8 
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IF (RD(I).LT.C5) TrEN 
IMIN==I 
C5=RD (I) 
ENDIF 
35 COr-~T r NLIE 
C 
C FIND THE MAXIMUM INDEX OF 1HE STACK AND OTHER DATA AND THEN 
C GO TO THE BEGINNING OF THE MAIN PROGRAM (STATEMENT 400), AND 
C REPEAT THE WHOLE PROCEDURE ONCE MORE, UNTIL ALL THE PACKETS 
C ARE SUCCESSFULLY TRANSMITTED. 
C 
C 
IF (NSS.LT.NS) NSS=NS 
IF (CU.GT.CULLj CULL=CU 
CULL1=CULL1+CU 
IF (NS.EQ.O) L3=L3+1 
IF (CU.EQ.O) L7=L7+1 
L9=L9+1 
OV=O 
NC=O 
IF ({NS.EQ.O).AND. (NL.GT.KL» GO TO 150 
GO TO 400 
C CALCULATE STATISTICAL RESUl TS AT THE END OF THE MAIN PROGRAr1. 
C 
150 TL4=L4+ML4 
NSS1=NSS1/L9 
CULL1=CULLI/L9 
NSCU=NSS1+CLlLL1 
TMEAN=(AVE1+MAVE1)/TL~ 
IF CL5.NE.0) MEAN2=A\ERA/(1024*L5) 
DO 262 1=1,30 
XD (I) =0 
MX (1) =0 
TD (1) =0 
262 CONTINUE 
C 
C STATISTICAL RESULTS FOR THE NODE PACKETS. 
C 
MEAN1=AVEI/L4 
VARI=O 
XDN=O 
DO 176 I=1,L4 
VARI=VARI+(CDELAYC])-MEAN1)**2)/C1024*1024) 
XDMM=DELAY(I) 11024 
IF eXDMM.EQ.l) XDM=XDM+1 
XI=DELAY(I)/5120+1 
IF (XI.LT.23) THEN 
XD(XI)=XD(XI)+l 
ELSE 
XI=DELAY(I)/204€~.0+17.5 
IF (XI.LT.29) T.EN 
XD (X 1) :=;XD (X I) +1 
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176 
191 
C 
ELSE 
XD(29)=XD(29) +1 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
CONTINUE 
DO 191 I = 1 , 29 
PE(I)=(100.0*XDCI)/L4) 
CONTINUE 
PMI=(100.0*XDM/L4) 
VAF:I=VAF:I/(L4-1) 
MEAN1=MEAN1/1024 
C STATISTICAL F:ESULTS FOF: THE MCC PACKETS. 
C 
163 
C 
MMEAN1=MAVE11t1L4 
MVAF:I=O 
MXDM=O 
DO 323 I=1,ML4 
MVARI=MVARI+«MDELAY(I)-MMEAN1)**2)/(1024*1024) 
XDMM=MDELAY(I) 11024 
IF <XDMM.EQ.l) MXDM=MXDM+1 
XI=MDELAY(I) 15120+1 
IF (XI.LT.23) THEN 
MX (X 1) =MX (X 1) +1 
ELSE 
XI=MDELAY(I) 120480.0+17.5 
IF (XI.LT.29) THEN 
MX ( X I ) =t1X ( X I) + 1 
ELSE 
t1X (29) =MX (29) +1 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
CONTINUE 
DO 163 1=1,29 
MP(I)=(100.0*MX(I)/~L4) 
CONTINUE 
MPMI=(lOO.O*MXDM/ML4) 
MVARI=MVAF:I/(ML4-1) 
MMEAN1=MMEANl/1024.0 
C STATISTICAL RESULTS FOR THE MCC AND NODE PACKETS. 
C 
155 
TVARI=O 
TXDM=O 
J1=L4+1 
11=0 
DO 155 I=Jl,TL4 
11=11+1 
DELAY(I)=MDELAY(I1) 
CONTINUE 
DO 121 1=1, TL 4 
TVARi=TVARI+(.(DELAY(I)-TMEAN)**2)/(PL**2) 
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121 
126 
C 
XOMM=DELAY(I)!1024 
IF (XDMM.EQ.1) TXDM=TXDM+1 
XI=DELAYCI)!5120+1 
IF (XI.LT.23) THEN 
TO (X I) =TO (X 1) +1 
ELSE 
XI=DELAY(I)!20480.0+17.5 
IF (XI.LT.29) THEN 
TD ( X I ) =TD (X 1) + 1 
ELSE 
TO(29)=TD(29)+1 
ENDIF 
ENOIF 
CONTINUE 
DO 126 I=1~29 
TP(I)=(100.0*TD(I)/TL4) 
CONTINUE 
TPMI=(100.0*TXDM/TL4) 
TVARI=TVARI/(TL4-1) 
TMEAN=TMEAN/1024.0 
LAST=RO(l)+PL 
IF (SI(1).EQ.MCC) LAST=RD(1)+MCP 
LAST=LAST/I024 
C OUTPUT THE RESULTS AT THE END OF THE PROGRAM. 
C 
IF (K1. EQ. 1) 
IF (1<1.EQ.2) 
PRII\ T * ~ , 
PRII\ T * ~ , 
t1AX IriUM DELAYS' 
MINIMUM DELAYS' 
PRINT *,' 1---------------------------------------------------1' 
PRINT *,': 1 1-5 5-10 10-15 15-20 20-25 ~5-30 30-35' 
366 FORMAT (2X,I6,717) 
WRITE(6,366) XDM,XD(1)-XDM,XD(2),XD(3),XD(4),XD(5),XD(6),XD(7) 
156 FORMAT (2X,I6,7I7) 
WRITE(6,156)MXDM,MX(1)-MXDM,MX(2),MX(3),MX(4),MX(5),MX(6)~MX(7) 
401 FORMAT (2X,I6,7I7) 
WRITE(6,401) TXDM,TD(1)-TXDM,TD(2),TD(3)~TD(4),TD(5),TD(6),TD(7) 
389 FORMAT (lX,8F7.3) 
WRITE (6,389) PMI,PE(1)-PMI,PE(2),PE(3),PE(4),PE(5),PE(6),PEC7) 
166 FORMAT (1X,8F7.3) 
WRITE (6,166) MPMI,MP(1)-MPMI,MP(2),MP(3),MP(4)~MP(5),MP(6),MP(7) 
402 FORMAT (lX,8F?3) 
WRITE (6~402) TPMI,TP(1)-TPMI,TP(2),TP(3),TP(4),TP(5),TP(6),TP(?) 
PRINT *~' , 
PRINT *,' I 35-40 40-il5 45-50 50-55 55-60 60-65 65-70 70-75' 
3?7 FORMAT (lX,8I?) 
WRITE(6,377) XD(8)~XD(~),XD(10),XD(11),XD(12),XD(13),XD(14),XD(15) 
167 FORMAT (lX,8I7) 
WRITE(6,167) MX(8),MX(S),MX(10),MX(11)~MX(12),MX(13),MX(14),MX(15) 
403 FORMAT (lX,8I7) 
WRITE(6,403)TD(8),TD(9),TD(10),TD(11),TD(12),TD(13),TD(14),TD(15) 
253 FORMAT (lX.8F7.3) 
WR I TE (6', 253) PE <:8) , PE (<:') , PE ( 10) , PE ( 11> , PE ( 12) , PE (13) , PE ( 14) , PE ( 15) 
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254 
404 
38B 
157 
405 
352 
231 
406 
257 
232 
407 
358 
408 
FORMAT (IX,BF7.3) 
WRITE(6,254) MP(S),MP(~),MP(10),MP(11),MP(12),MP(13),MP(14),MP(15) 
FORMAT (IX,SF7.3) 
WRITE(6,404) TP(B),TP(~),TP(10),TP(11),TP(12),TP(13),TP(14),TP(15) 
PRINT *,' , 
PRINT *,': 75-BO 80-8~ 85-90 90-95 95-100 100-105 105-110' 
FORMAT (lX,5I7,lX,218,15) 
WRITE(6,3BB) XD(16),XD~17),XD(18),XD(19),XD(20),XD(21),XD(22) 
FORMAT (IX,5I7,lX,2IB,15) 
WRITE(6,157) MX(16),MX~17),MX(lB),MX(19),MX(20)~MX{21),MX(22) 
FORMAT (IX,5I7,IX,2IB,l5) 
WRITE(6,40S) TD(16),TD~17),TD(18),TD{19),TD(20),TD(21),TD(22) 
FORMAT(IX,5F7.3,2X,3F7.3) 
WRITE(6,352) PE(16),PE~17),PE(18),PE(19),PE(20),PE(21),PE(22) 
FORMAT(lX,5F7.3,2X,3F7.3) 
WRITE(6,231) MP(16),MP~17),MP(18),MP(19),MP(20),MP(21),MP(22) 
FORMAT (IX,5F7.3,2X,3F~·.3) 
WRITE(6,406) TP(16),TP~17),TP(18),TP(19),TP(20),TP(21),TP(22) 
PRINT I,' , 
PRINT I,' :110-130 130-j50 150-170 170-190 190-210 210-230 
FORMAT <lX,7I8) 
OVER' 
WRITE(6,257) XD(23),XD i 24),XD(25),XD(26),XD(27),XD(2B),XD(29) 
FORMAT <lX,7I8) 
WRITE(6,232) MX(23),MX-24),MX(25),MX(26),MX(27),MX(2B),MX(29) 
FORMAT (IX,7IB) 
WRITE(6,407) TD(23),TD I 24),TD(25),TD(26),TD(27),TD(2S),TD(29) 
FORMAT (IX,7FS.3) 
WRITE(6,35S) PE(23),PE I 24),PE(25),PE(26),PE(27),PE(2B),PE(29) 
FORMAT (lX,7FB.3) 
WRITE(6,233) MP(23),MP'24),MP(25),MP(26),MP(27),MP(2~)~MP(29) 
FORMAT (lX,7FB.3) 
WRITE(6,408) TP(23),TP'24),TP(25),TP(26),TP(27),TP(2B),TP(29) 
PRINT *,' , 
PRINT I,' :-------------.-------------------------------------:' 
PRINT *,': NUMBER OF NODES =',NODES 
PRINT *,': TRAFFIC LOA!) =' ,L 
PRINT *,': NUMBER OF P~;CKETS MCC GENERATES =' , MCP 
PRINT *,': NUMBER OF T:MES Mec COLLIDES ='~COLMC 
PRINT *~': SUCCESSFULL" TRANSM. PACKETS-Mec =',ML4 
PRINT *~': AVERAGE TRArlSMISSION DELAY-MCC =',MMEANl 
PRINT *,': VARIANCE Tffi~SMISSION DELAY-MCC =',MVARI 
PR I NT * ~ ': OVERCOLL I DEI) PACKETS =' , OVERC 
PRINT *,': SUCCESSFULL" TRANSMITTED PACKETS-NODES =',L4 
PRINT *,': AVERAGE TRru!SMISSION DELAY-NODES ='~MEANI 
PRINT ',': VARIANCE TRj~NSMISSION DELAY-NODES =' , VARI 
PRINT *,': AVERAGE TRAIJSMISSION DELAY-TOTAL =',TMEAN 
PRINT .,': VARIANCE TRI~NSMISSION DELAY-TOTAL =' , TVARI 
PRINT *,': MAXIMUM INDEX OF STACK =',NSS 
PRINT *,': AVERAGE INDE:X OF STACK =' ,NSSl 
PRINT *,': MAXIMUM INrn~x OF BUFFER =',CULL 
PRINT ',': AVERAGE INDI~X OF BUFFER =' ,CULLl 
PRINT * ~ .: AVERAGE INDI~X OF BOTH STACK AND BUFFER =', NSCU 
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PRINT *~': TIME ALL TRA~SMISSIONS STOP =',LAST 
PRINT *~': NUMBER OF CO~LISIONS ='~L6 
PRINT *~' :--------------------------------------------------1' 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
STOP 
END 
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APPENDIX C.1: DESCRIPTIO S OF THE GBBAM SIMULATION CODE 
First, the program determines the propagation delays between any two 
nodes in the network. We con~ider two cases denoted as minimum and 
maximum delays. These cases correspond to, respectively, the best possible 
and the worst possible propag; ltion delays between any two nodes in the 
network, as spe~fied in the sta ldards specification [1]. Then, the program 
chooses the load of the chaIl nel and, by utilizing a random number 
generator, determines the time of arrival and identity (i.e., the node they 
originate from) of the generate:l packets. The nodes in the network have 
indices 1, 2, 3, ... 
The main program calculates t ne packet that will change the state of the 
channel from idle to busy. We call this packet the packet. This is done by 
considering all the packets that arrived prior to a complete scheduling cycle 
after the current time (TIME). From these packets, the program considers 
the packets that arrive prior 1;0 their scheduling instance and picks the 
packet with the smallest scheduling instance. This is the packet. Hno 
packet initiates transmission in the first complete scheduling cycle after 
TIME, the program considers all packets that arrived prior to two complete 
scheduling cycles after TIME, ~lD.d so on. - • 
Through the above process, the identity of the packet (LAST) and the time 
(TIME 1) that the packet ~nll initiate transmission are determined. 
Furthermore, the delay of the packet is saved into the array DELAY (.) if it 
is a node packet and into the : lITay MDELAY (.) if it is an MCC packet. 
Next, the new value of TIME is computed by adding to TIME 1 the length of 
the packet and the end to End propagation delay along the cable and 
subtracting from TIME 1 the ] )ropagation delay between nodes LAST and 
LAS T + 1. This way, the scheduling instance of any node in the first 
scheduling cycle after TIME . LS found by adding to TIME the difference 
between the scheduling instanc es of the node and the node that transmitted 
last (LAST). 
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Finally, the packet is eJiminat!d from the system and the main program is 
repeated until all generated pllckets are successfully transmitted. Then, 
statistical results are calculated and printed out. 
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APPENDIX C.2 GLOSSARY OF TERMS FOR THE GBRAM SIMULATION CODE 
A (. ) 
C (. ) 
CO 
-) ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME OF ARRIVALS OF NEW PACKETS 
-? ARRAY CONTAINING THE IDENTITIES OF NEW ARRIVALS 
-) END TO END PROPAGATION DELAY ALONG THE CABLE 
D(I,J) -) THE TIME DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE SCHEDULING INSTANCES 
OF NODES I ~~ J 
DELAY (. ) -} ARRAY CONTAINING THE DELAYS OF THE PACKETS TRANSl'lITTED 
DG 
DU 
GROUPS 
IDL 
INDEX 
KL 
L 
L4 
LAST 
BY THE NODES 
-) PROPAGATION DELAY BETWEEN TWO ADJACENT GROUPS OF NODES 
-) PROPAGATION DELAY BETWEEN TWO NODES IN THE SAME GROUP 
-) NUMBER OF GROUPS OF NODES 
-) TIME THE CHANNEL WAS IDLE 
-) INDEX OF THE PACKET WITH PRIORITY FROM THE NEW 
ARRIVALS 
- •• > NUMBER OF PACKETS GENERATED 
- •• > TRAFFIC LOAD OF THE CHANNEL 
-) NUMBER OF PACKETS TRANSMITTED BY THE NODES 
-) IDENTITY OF THE NODE THAT INITIATED THE LAST 
TRANSMISSION 
MCC -) IDENTITY OF THE Mec UNIT 
MDELAY(.)-)ARRAY CONTAINING THE DELAYS OF THE PACKETS TRANSMITTED 
BY THE MCC 
ML4 -) NUMBER OF PACKETS TRANSMITTED BY THE MCC 
MMEANI -) AVERAGE DELAY OF A PACKET TRANSMITTED BY THE MCC 
MP (. ) 
t1pr-l I 
MVARI 
t1X \ • ) 
i"1 X Dl'l 
NL 
PE (. ) 
-) ARRAY WITH PERCE~TAGES OF PACKETS TRANSMITTED BY THE 
-) 
.. 
-
. ,:-
-..:" 
MCC WITH DELAYS WITHIN CERTAIN PRESPECIFIED RANCES 
(e.g. (2,5),[5-10),[10,15) PACKET LENGTHS etc) 
PERCENTAGE OF PPCKETS TRANSMITTED BY THE MCC ~ITH 
DELAYS BETWEEN 1 & 2 PACKET LENGTHS 
VARIANCE OF THE DELAY OF A PACKET TF:ANSMITTED BY THE 
t1CC 
ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF PACKETS TRANSMITTED 
BY THE MCC WIT~ DELAYS WITHIN CERTAIN PRESPECIFIED 
RANGES (e.g. (2-5),[5-10),[10-15) PACKET LENGTHS etc) 
-) NUMBER OF PACKET!: TRANSMITTED BY THE MeC WITH DELAYS 
BETWEEN 1 & 2 PACkET LENGTHS 
-)CURRENT INDEX OF THE ARRAYS CONTAINING THE IDENTITY 
AND T I ME OF ARR I Vr. L OF NE\J.J PACKETS 
-) ARRAY WITH PERCE~TAGES OF PACKETS TRANSMITTED BY THE 
NODES WITH DELAYS WITHIN CERTAIN PRESPECIFIED RANGES 
(e.g. (2-5),[5-10),[10-15) PACKET LENGTHS etc) 
PL -} PACKET LENGTH 
PMI -) PERCENTAGE OF PACKETS TRANSMITTED BY THE NODES WITH 
DELAYS BETWEEN 1 ~ 2 PACKET LENGTHS 
RAND(O) -) UNIFORM RANDOM GEI'ERATOR 
TD(.) -) ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF PACKETS TRANSMITTED BY 
THE MCC OR THE NODES WITH DELAYS WITHIN CERTAIN 
PRESPECIFIED RANGE:S (e.g. (2-5), [5-10), [10-15) PACKET 
LENGTHS etc) 
TIME -) TIME THAT THE NODE: 'LAST' TERMINATED ITS TRANSMISSION 
c. ~ .1 
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TMEAN 
TP <. ) 
TPMI 
TXDl'1 
TVARI 
VARI 
XD (. ) 
XDt1 
-) 
-) 
-) 
-) 
-) 
-) 
-) 
-) 
PLUS THE END TO END PROPAGATION DELAY ALONG THE CABLE 
MINUS THE PROPAGATION DELAY BETWEEN THE NODE 'LAST' 
AND ' LAST' +1 
AVERAGE DELAY OF A PACKET TRANSMITTED BY THE NODES OR 
THE MCC 
ARRAY WITH PERCENTAGES OF PACKETS TRANSMITTED BY THE 
NODES OR MCC "'JITH DELAYS WITHIN CERTAIN PRESPECIFIED 
RANGES (e.g. (2-5),(5-10),[10-15) PACKET LENGTHS etc) 
PERCENTAGE OF PACK~TS TRANSMITTED BY THE NODES OR MCC 
WITH DELAYS BETWEE~ 1 & 2 PACKET LENGTHS 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKETS TRANSMITTED WITH DELAYS 
BETWEEN 1 & 2 PACKET LENGTHS 
VARIANCE OF THE DELAY OF A PACKET TRANSMITTED BY THE 
NODES OR THE Mec 
VARIANCE OF THE DELAY OF A PACKET TRANSMITTED BY THE 
NODES 
ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF PACKETS TRANSMITTED BY 
THE NODES WITH DELAYS WITHIN CERTAIN PRESPECIFIED 
RANGES (e. g. (2-5), [5-10) , [10-15) PACKET LENGTHS etc) 
NUMBER OF PACKETS TRANSMITTED BY THE NODES WITH DELAYS 
BETWEEN 1 & 2 PACKET LENGTHS 
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APPENDIX C.3: GBRAM SIMULATIJN CODE 
c 
C 
C 
INTEGER 1<1,K2,GROUPS,NJDES,I,J,1<3,KL,L4,NL1,TL4 
INTEGER C(101001),NL,L~ST,Il,Jl,TXDM,TD(30) 
INTEGER XD(30),XI,XDMM,XDM,INDEX 
INTEGER PLL,PL1,MCC,MC~,MXDM,ML4,MX(30) 
REAL L 
DOUBLE PRECISION DU,CO,DG,PL,TIME,MEAN,DDD 
DOUBLE PRECISION A{0:ll1003),D(401,401),DELAY(110000) 
DOUBLE PRECISION VARI, ~E(30),PMI,TIME1,SSS,IDL 
DOUBLE PRECISION CC,AA,MDELAY(20000),MMEAN1,MVARI,MP(30) 
DOUBLE PRECISION MPMI,fMEAN,TVARI,TP(30) 
A CO) =0 
PL=1024 
DO 100 Kl=1,2 
IF CK1.EQ.l) THEN 
CONSIDERING MAXIMUM DELAYS 
DU=31.28 
CO=21. 65 
ELSE 
CONSIDERING MINIMUM DELAYS 
DU=6.68 
CO=16.67 
ENDIF 
PLL=10 
PL1=50 
C DETERMINE THE NUMBER OF NOD~S TO BE CONSIDERED. 
C 
C 
DO 110 K2=1,4 
NODES=100*l<2 
MCC=NODES/2 
C DETERMINE THE TIME DIFFEREN:E BETWEEN THE SCHEDULING 
C INSTANCES OF THE NODES GIVE'! BY J*8+Il AND J*8+J1. 
C 
GROUPS=NODES/8+1 
IF «K2.EQ.2).OR. (K2.E~.4» GROUPS=GROUPS-l 
if ({K2.EQ.1).OR. (K2.EJ.3» NODES=NODES+l 
DG=CO/{GROUPS-l) 
DDD=2*CO+DU*NODES 
DO 1 I=O,GROUPS-l 
DO 2 11=1,8 
DO 3 J=O,GROUPS-1 
DO 4 J1=1,8 
IF («J*8+J1)-{I*8+I1».GT.O) THEN 
D(I*8+Il,J*8+J1)=IABS(I-J)*DG+DU*«J*8+Jl)-(I*8+I1» 
ELSE 
C 3.1 
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C 
D (1 *8+1 1, J*8+J1) ::DDD- (lABS (l-J) *DG+IABS «J*8+J 1)-
$ (I*8+Il})*DU) 
ENDIF 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
C DETERMINE THE TRAFFIC LOAD! AS WELL AS, THE 
C IDENTITY AND TIME OF ARRIVHL OF THE NEW PACKETS. 
C 
113 
114 
6 
C 
DO 120 k3=1,6 
L=1<3*.15 
NODES=100*1<2 
CC= 1 0000000 
1=0 
MCP=O 
DO 6 11=1,100000 
1=1+1 
A <I ) =A ( 1 -1 ) + (ALOG ( <1/ ( 1-RAND «I) ) ) * * <1 /L) ) } *PL 
IF (A(l).GE.CC) THEN 
AA=A (1) 
DO 113 J=l ~ NDDES/50 
A (I) =CC 
C (1) =MCC 
MCP=MCP+I0 
1=1+1 
CONTINUE 
CC=CC+I00000(lO 
A (l) =AA 
ENDIF 
C(I)=RAND(O)*NODES+1 
IF (C(I).EQ.MCC' THEN 
IF «K2. EQ. 1 , . OF:. (K2. EQ. 3» THEN 
C(I)=NODEB+l 
ELSE 
GO TO 114 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
CONTINUE 
KL=I 
IF (O<2.EQ.1> .OR. (1:~2.EQ.3» NODES=NODES+1 
ACI+1)=99000000000.0 
A (I+2J=99900000000.0 
C MAIN PROGRAM. 
C 
L4=0 
NL=! 
TIME=O 
LAST=! 
C.3.2 
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C 
MEAN=O 
ML4=O 
MMEAN1=0 
IDL=O 
C FIND THE NODE WITH PRIORIT"(i.e.~THE NODE WHICH TRANSMITS THE 
C PACKET> AND THE TIME IT WILL INITIATE TRANSMISSION. 
C 
15 
16 
10 
C 
NL1=NL 
Il=(A(NL)-TIME)/DDD 
I F <ILL T • 0) I 1 =0 
INDEX=O 
SSS=TIME+(I1+1)*DDD 
TIME1=SSS+DU 
IF (A(NL1).LE.SSS) TH~N 
IF (A(NL1).LE.TIME·~I1*DDD+D(LAST~C(NL1>)) THEN 
IF <TIME1. GT. 11 :mDD+D (LAST, C (NL1) » THEN 
INDEX=NL1 
TIME1=Il*DDD+D(LAST~C(NL1» 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
NL1=NL1+1 
GO TO 10 
ENDIF 
IF (INDEX.EQ.O) THEN 
NL1=NL 
11=11+1 
SSS=SSS+DDD 
GO TO 16 
ENDIF 
TIME1=TIME1+TIME 
LAST=C ( INDEX) 
C CALCULATE THE DELAY OF THE SUCCESSFULLY TRANSMITTED PACKET 
C (i.e., THE PACKET). 
C 
IF (C(INDEX).EQ.MCC)fHEN 
DO 40 I=l,PLL 
ML4=ML4+1 
MDELAY(ML4)=TIME1+I*PL-A(INDEX) 
MMEAN1=MMEAN1+MD~LAY(ML4) 
40 CONTINUE 
C 
TIME=TIME1+10*PL+CJ-D(LAST,LAST+l) 
GO TO 32 
ENDIF 
L4=L4+1 
DELAY(L4)=TIME1+PL-A(INDEX) 
MEAN=MEAN+DELAY(L4} 
TIME=TIME1+PL+CO-D(LAST,LAST+1) 
IF (LAST. EQ. NODES) TIME=TIME1+PL+CO-D(LAST,1) 
C GET RID OF"THE SUCCESSFULLY TRANSMITTED PACKET(i.e., THE PACKET). 
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C 
32 IF (INDEX.NE.NL) THEN 
C 
A <INDEX) =A (INDEX-] ) 
C (INDEX) =C (INDEX-] ) 
INDEX=INDEX-1 
GO TO 32 
ENDIF 
NL=NL+1 
IF (NL.GT.I<L) GO TO 15(~ 
GO TO 15 
C CALCULATE STATISTICAL RESUl.TS AT THE END OF THE MAIN PROGRAM. 
C 
150 
80 
C 
TL4=L4+ML4 
TMEAN=(MEAN+MMEAN1)/Tl.4 
DO 80 1=1,30 
XD (I> =0 
MX (I) =0 
TD (1)=0 
CONTINUE 
C STATISTICAL RESULTS FOR THE: NODE PACKETS. 
C 
81 
82 
C 
C 
C 
MEAN=MEAN/L4 
VARI=O 
X Dt"1=O 
DO 81 1=1, L4 
VARI=VARI+«DELAY(])-MEAN)**2)/(PL**2) 
XDMM=DELAY(I) 11024 
IF (XDMM. EQ. 1) XDM=:XDM+1 
XI=DELAY(I)/5120+1 
IF <XI.LT.23) THEN 
XD(XI)=XD(X1)+1 
ELSE 
XI=DELAY(I)/204ElO.O+17.5 
IF ( X 1. LT. 29) THEN 
XDCXI)=XD(XI;+1 
ELSE 
XD(29)=XD(29:+1 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
CONTINUE 
DO 82 1=1,29 
PE (I) = (100. O*XD (I) :L4) 
CONTINUE 
PMI=(100.0*XDM/L4) 
VARI=VARI/(L4-1) 
STATISTICAL RESULTS FOR THE MCC PACKETS. 
MMEAN1=MMEAN1/ML4 
MVARI=O 
C.:I.4 
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MXDM=O 
DO 133 I=I,ML4 
MVARI=MVARI+ ( (MDELIW (I) -MMEAN1) **2) I (PL**2) 
XDMM=MDELAY(I) 1102; 
IF (XDMM.EQ.l) MXD1=MXDM+l 
XI=MDELAY(I)/5120+L 
IF (XI.LT.23) THEN 
MX (X 1) =MX (X I) +1 
ELSE 
XI=MDELAY(I) 120'80.0+17.5 
IF (XI.LT.29) TiEN 
MX(XI)=MX(X[)+1 
ELSE 
MX (29) =MX (2n +1 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
133 CONTINUE 
DO 134 1=1,29 
MP(I)=(100.0*MX(I) IML4) 
134 CONTINUE 
C 
MPMI=(100.0*MXDM/ML4) 
MVARI=MVARI/(ML4-1} 
C STATISTICAL RESULTS FOR TH~ MCC AND NODE PACKETS. 
C 
TVARI=O 
TXDM=O 
. -- J I=L4+1 
11=0 
DO 91 I=Jl,TL4 
11=11+1 
DELAY(I)=MDELAY(Il) 
91 CONTINUE 
92 
94 
DO 92 I=I,TL4 
TVARI=TVARI+«DELAY(I)-TMEAN)**2)/(PL**2) 
XDMM=DELAY(I) 11024 
IF (XDMM.EQ.l) TXDM=TXDM+l 
XI=DELAY(I) 15120+1 
IF (XI.LT.23) THEN 
TD ( X 1) =TD (X 1> + 1 
ELSE 
XI=DELAY(I)/20480.0+17.5 
IF (XI.LT.29) THEN 
TD (X I) =TD (X 1) +1 
ELSE 
TD(29)=TD(29)+1 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
CONTINUE 
DO 94 1=1,29 
TP(I)=(100.0*TD(I)/TL4) 
CONTINUE 
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c 
TPMI=(100.0*TXDM/TL4) 
TVAHI=TVAHI/(TL4-1) 
MEAN=MEAN/I024.0 
MMEAN1=MMEANI/1024.0 
TMEAN=TMEAN/I024.0 
IDL=(TIME/I024)-L4 
C OUTPUT THE HESULTS AT THE END OF THE PHOGHAM. 
C 
83 
101 
121 
84 
102 
122 
85 
103 
123 
86 
104 
124 
87 
105 
125 
88 
106 
126 
IF (Kl.EQ.l) PHINT *~' 
IF (Kl.EQ.2) PRINT *,' 
MAXIMUM DELAYS' 
MINIMUM DELAYS' 
PHINT I,' :----------------------------------------------------:' 
PHINT *~' : 1-2 2--5 5-10 10-15 15-20 20-25 25-30 30-35' 
FOHMAT (2X~I6~7I7) 
WRITE (6~ 83) XDM~ XD (I) --XDM, XD (2) ,XD (3) ,XD (4) ~ XD (5) ~ XD (6) , XD (7) 
FORMAT (2X,I6~7I7) 
WHITE (6,101) MXDM, MX (1: -MXDM, MX (2) , MX C3) , MX (4) ,MX (5) ,MX (6) ~ MX (7).· 
FORMAT (2X,I6,7I7) 
WRITE (6~ 121) TXDM, TD (1:' -TXDM~ TD (2) , TD (3) ~ TD (4) , TD (5) ~ TD (6), TD (7) 
FORMAT (lX,8F7.3) 
WRITE (6~ 84) PMI, PE (I) --PMI, PE (2) , PE (3) , PE (4) , PE (5) ~ PE (6) ,PE (7) 
FOHMAT (lX,8F7.3) 
WHITE(6,102) MPMI,MP(1.'-MPMI,MP(2),MP(3),MP(4),MP(5),MP(6},MP(7) 
FORMAT (lX,8F7.3) 
WRITE(6,122) TPMI,TP(1!-TPMI,TP(2),TP(3),TP(4)~TP(5),TP(6),TP(7) 
PRINT *,' , 
PR I NT *,': 35-40 40-·15 45-50 50-55 55-60 60-65 65-70 70-75' 
FORMAT (1 X, 8I7) 
WRITE(6,85) XD(8),XD(91~XD(10},XD(11),XD(12),XD(13},XD(14),XD(15) 
FORMAT (lX,8I7) 
WHITE (6~ 103) MX (8) ~ MX ('n, MX (10) , MX (11) , MX (12) ~ MX (13)", MX (14) ,MX (15) 
FORMAT (1 X, 817> 
WRITE (6,123) TD C8}, TD ('n , TD (10) , TD (11) , TD (12) , TD (13) , TD (14) , TD (15) 
FORMAT (lX,8F7.3) 
WRITE(6,86) PE(8),PE(9 1 ,PE(10},PE(11),PE(12),PE(13),PE(14),PE(15) 
FORMAT (lX,8F7.3) 
WR I TE (6, 1(4) MP (8) , MP (' ~) , MP ( 1 (I) , MP ( 11 ) , MP ( 12) , MP ( 13) , MP ( 14) , MP ( 15) 
FORMAT (lX,8F7.3) 
WRITE(6,124) TP(8), TP('n, TP(10), TP(11), TP(12), TP(13}, TP(14) , TP(15) 
PRINT *,' · 
PRINT *,': 75-80 80-85 85-90 90-95 95-100 100-105 105-110' 
FORMAT (lX,5I7,lX,2I8, I5) 
WHITE(6,87) XD(16),XD(17),XD(18),XD(19),XD(20),XD(21),XD(22) 
FORMAT (lX,5I7,lX,2I8,I5) 
WRITE(6,105) MX(16),MX(17),MX(lB},MX(19),MX(20},MX(21),MX(22) 
FORMAT (lX,5I7,lX,2IB,I5) 
WRITE(6,125) TD(16),TD(17),TD(18),TD(19),TD(20),TD(21),TD(22} 
FORMAT (lX,5F7.3~2X,3F7.3) 
WRITE(6,8B} PE(16},PE(17)~PE(18),PE(19),PE(20)~PE(21),PE(22) 
FORMAT (lX,5F7.3,2X,3F7.3) 
WRITE(6,106) MP(16),MP(17)~MP(18)~MP(19),MP(20)~MP(21),MP(22) 
FORMAT·(lX~5F7.3,2X,3F7.3) 
C.3.6 
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89 
107 
127 
90 
108 
128 
120 
110 
100 
WRITE(6,126) TP(16),TP(17},TP(18),TP(19),TP(20},TP(21),TP(22) 
PRINT I,' , 
PRINT I,' :110-130 130-150 150-170 170-190 190-210 210-230 OVER' 
FORMAT (lX,7I8) 
WRITE(6,89) XD(23),XD(24),XD(25),XD(26),XD(27),XD(28),XD(29) 
FORMAT (1 X, 718) 
WRITE(6,107) MX(23),MX(24),MX(25},MX(26),MX(27),MX(28),MX(29) 
FORMAT (1 X, 718) 
WRITE(6,107) TD(23),TD(24),TD(25),TD(26),TD(27},TD(28),TD(29) 
FORMAT (IX,7FS.3) 
WRITE(6,90) PE(23),PE(24),PE(25),PE(26),PE(27),PE(28),PE(29) 
FORMAT (IX,7FS.3) 
WRITE(6,10S) MP(23),MP(24},MP(25},MP(26},MP(27),MP(28},MP(29) 
FORMAT (lX,7FS.3) 
WRITE(6,12S) TP(23),TP(24),TP(25),TP(26},TP(27},TP(28),TP(29) 
PRINT I,' • 
PRINT *,.-----------------------------------------------------1~ 
PRINT *,': NUMBER OF NODES =',NODES 
PRINT *,': LOAD OF CHANNEL =',L 
PRINT *,': SUCCESFULLY TRANSM. PACKETS-MCC =',ML4 
PRINT *,': AVERAGE TRANSMISSION DELAY-MCC =',MMEANI 
PRINT *,': VARIANCE TRANSMISSION DELAY-MCC =',MVARI 
PRINT *,': SUCCESFULLY TRANSMITTED PACKETS-NODES =',L4 
PRINT *,': AVERAGE TRANSMISSION DELAY-NODES =',MEAN 
PRINT *,': VARIANCE» » »> =',VARI 
PRINT *,': SUCCESFULLY TRANSMITTED PACKETS-TOTAL =',TL4 
PRINT *,': AVERAGE TRANSMISSION DELAY-TOTAL =',TMEAN 
PRINT *,': VARIANCE .» »» =',TVARI 
PRINT *,': TIME ALL TRANSMISSIONS STOP =',TIME/I024 
PRINT *,': TIl"lE THE CHANNEL WAS IDLE =', IDL 
PRINT *,': NUMBER OF PACKETS GENERATED ~',100000+MCP 
PRINT I,' :---------------------------------------------------:. 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
STOP 
END 
C.3.7 
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we focus on the implementatiol'l of an 
efficient local area network (LAN) which will be u led to 
interconnect simulation training devices. In parti eular, 
we pre.flnt. preliminary efforts in modeUna and 
analyzing the porformance of thr •• different. n. ~work 
protocol. accen methods: CBMAlCD (Carrier :lense 
Multiple Acce86 with Collision Detection), V rtual 
Token-Passing Bus Access Protocols and Tokell-Ring 
Acc.... A detailed di.cullion of the advantaae & and 
dlsadvant.agoa of t.he above accan protocole and 
anticipated results are also presented. 
INTRODUCTION 
The net.worklng of IIlmulation training dllvic81 
departs from the traditional use of computer net Norks 
wbo.e purpo.e is to allow for the .baring of coml uting 
resources among multiple computers. III the 
application of networking simulators, the netwl'rk is 
used almost exclusively for communication of p: 'Ocells 
state information between training devices engal ed in 
tbe training oxerclae. 
Thore aro many inhorent limitation. to uling a 
network in this application. For example, as the 
numb.r of .imulator. on the n.twork and worklol d per 
simulator increases, there will be a deteriorati on in 
throughput. and degradation of other perCon: lance 
measures. If throughput delays become significat t, the 
efrectiveneu of a real-time trainine simulation III ay be 
overly compromised due t.o the time-critical rei pon.e 
requirements in the simulation of true-to-life, a :tion-
requiring training IIcenario.. Depending upon 
communication protocols, there may also be an lnl :rease 
in the frequency of retransmilliona and lo.t or di. ;orted 
meuaie&. The maini tude of this proble m is 
functionally related to how data i. di.tri luted 
throughout the system, and the soundness c f the 
network access and internal network protocols. 
Various choice. exist for the implementatioll of a 
local area network (LAN), (e.g. tran.milllion mt dium, 
topoloiY, aCCGII protocols, etc.) to interconnect 
simulation device.. In thil paper, we pre.ent em rta in 
model1ni and analyziDi the performance or three 
dUY'.rent net.work protoool aoo... methoda. In 
particular, the Carrier Benae Multiple Access with 
Colli.ion Detection (CSMA/CD) .uch as ETHE: mET 
(ANSIlIEEE 802.3 Standard. [1,2]), the Virtual ~ 'oken-
Pa •• ini bua protocol •• ucb a. the Generalized Bro, ldeaat 
Reeorniting Accell Methods (aBRAM) [3], and ~ 'oken-
Ring Acce81 protocols (ANSIlIEEE 802.0 Standard. [4,5]) 
ure exumined. 
E.I 
SYSTEM MODEL 
Our system consist.s of a complClx web of armor, 
fixed and rotary wing aircraft., and oir-defense 
.imulated'vehicle. linked together "ia a Local Area 
Network (LAN) to creat.e 0 .imulated world in which 
war-gaming can be conducted. In our .ystem, combat. 
forces and their commanders mu:st move, shoot., 
communicate and navieatc just as they do in a ron I 
battle. Hence, 8 tremendous amount of information 
must be exchangedamOni the limulat')TS in real-time if 
a realistic battle scenario is to bo creat.od. 
Local Area Networks can be cha:ract.erized by tho 
following factors: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
trnnsmil8ion medium (coaxial cable, twiltod pnir, 
optical fiber) 
modulation scheme (baseband, bro'adband) 
wiring scheme (bUB or ring) 
medium-acco .. control .chemes Crandom-acce85 or 
controlled-acceu) • 
w. intend to inv •• tigat. the capability of throe 
LAN's to interconnect the simulator:;. Two of these 
LAN's are bu. networks. which 'utilize bal8band 
transmission to send messages over a coaxial cable. The 
medium-access control Bcheme. for one is the 
ETHERNET protocol [2) and for the other Is Generalized 
Broadcut Recognizing Accen Mothod (GBRAM) 
protocol [8). Tbe third LAN i. a ring network, which 
utilitel baaeband tranamlllion to lendi meaaaiel over a 
fiber optic cable. Ita medium-acc ... c(,ntrol .cheme i8 8 
token pas6in~ protocol. 
In the ETHERNET protocol, if a sImulator, or other 
node, has a packet .ready to transmit Or:lto tho network, it 
monitors the networK to determine whether any 
transmill.ions are iu prOiTess. If a tran.mission is in 
pror,-e88, the network ill .aid to be "buay", otherwi 110 , it 
. it idle", If the node finds the network busy, 
tranamiuion of the data packet is dllferred. When it 
finds the network idle, packet transmi8lion is initiatad. 
It zxaultiplo node. attempt to transmit at the .am. time, 
. their tranJmiasiona interfere, or coUldll. The collision is 
acknowledged by each tran.mitting n"d ••• nding out a 
bit sequence onto the network referred to 8S a '~am­
.ignal". After the jam-siiDal bal bearl, transmitted, the 
nodes involved in the collisic'n schedule a 
ratran.mission attempt at a randomly selected time in 
tho CUt-UTO. 
I 
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In the OBRAM protocol the nodes amp ,0)' 8 
·virtual·tok.n" .oh.m. In whloh each nod. rains 
not.worlc aco ... (th. vir~ual ~ok.n) a~ • unique time 
which II determined by a docentralized Bchee uUnl: 
function, honce avoiding co:1l.lon. oomplot.oly. 
, The 'l'oken·rine accell pro~ocol II even more 
nraiaht·forward. A node gain. the nsht to trAll.mit 
onto the network when it detectl and capturel 1 eroe 
token palling on the network modiwn. The toke 1, ia a 
contorol .ienal that clrculaw. on tho medium foll ,wini 
each information tran.ror. Any nocie, upon detaction of 
a free token. may capture the tokon, •• t it to bu.: /, and 
then lind ita packet. Upon compl.tion of tran.n itting 
its data. and aft.or appropriat.o chocking for J ropor 
operation. the node lonoratel and tranamita a "froe 
tok.n" which begins circulatin, around tho netwol k and, 
provides other nodes the opportunity to ,ain nE twork 
ace .... 
BWI Network Topology System CopQIDlmtiOQ 
The .yatem confiruration corresponding'to tiLe bus 
network topoloey is shown in, Fleure 1. II, this 
CSMAlCD (ETHERNET) implomentotion. up ttl oight 
simulat.ors or other types of nodes can be com Locted 
through an ETHERNET multi-port transcoivel to a 
single point. on the ETHERNET coaxial cable, via D 
media-accen unit. (vampire tap). A singlo coaxial cable 
ia available t.o link all aimulatoOr. to,et.her. 
Some important parametera pertainine to the 
implementation of the ETHERNET and the OBRAM 
protocols are Sit follows: 
• the time that it. takes for a messago to t.ravoue t.he 
medium 
• the time elapsed from the instant the coaxia cable 
become. idle or becomo. buay until the node 
"realizes" that the cable is idle or busy 
• the time elapsed from the moment t lat a 
tran.mittin, node reaUze. that it is involve d in a 
collision until it generatea the firat bit of th e jam-
signal . 
AUI AUI 
Simulatol 
8 
AUI • AU.chmenl Unil Inl81110 I 
" 
RtngNetwgrk Topology ~yatem CgnOgww.n 
The 'Yltem confiruraUon corrupondinll' t.o the ring 
notwork topololY iI .hown in Firun a. A rin, n,~w"rk 
con.ilt.ll of a ololod aequlnce or incSlvidual polnt·to·polnt 
<node-to.nodo) linkl. FOI' emcient. oplI'ation, the token 
protocol cUctatea a minimal delay p'or ,tatton, and the 
ability to chanso a'ilnilo'bit in tho caUL IItream (0.". thu 
token) "on-Ule·O)"·. An important panunotor ponainin&: 
to the implementation of a token rin" protocol 15 the time 
it. takOi (or the dat6 to propagate through 0 nodo on tho 
network. 
Node Traft\c GflpCrntiQP 
Each node genorat.el a cortDin amount. of traffic into 
the network. 1n the simulation of the network t.raffic, 
aome of the option. for the packet intel'-arrival timo at a 
'node site are: 
• Exponential. the traffic eeneratecl,by the simulator 
ia a Poil8on procoll 
• Fixed with D specified percontago of "jitter" . a fixed 
timo. plus or minu. II rIlndom time within tho 
specified percentage of the fixed ti:me 
• Uniformly distributed in a specified interval 
• Trace.driven - tho traffic used to drive the notwork 
la a trace of real network tramc da,ta. 
One of the nodes in our network operates differently 
from ordinary .imulator unita. It J,roducell network 
packets for a large quantity of dIfferent t.ypel of 
.imulated vehicles. It transmits the data packets for a 
portion of its simulated vehielOi at l~ogu1l1r intorvola, 
Hence. its traffic can be characterized :IlS periodic. 
AUI AUI 
AUI 
Coaxial Cable 
FiiUre 1. Bw Net work Topology System Configuration 
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Fipv.ro 2. Ring Notwork 'l'opoloBY SYlt.om Configura .ion 
THE E'lHERNETSIMULATION MODEL 
In this section, we give a high-level deacriptic n of 
1~he simulation model used in evaluating and predi( ting 
I~he performanoe of tho CSMAlCP implomontatio Cl of 
:e;THERNET. The simulation model is writtell in 
Concurrent-C (an extension of the C programning 
llaneuaee with concurrent. progl'amming facilities b'led 
Il)n the "nndezvous" concept). The powHful 
Isynchronization and concurrency alpocts of 
Concurrent-C [6] have provided us with n notatiol ,~ly 
,convenient and conceptually elerant tool for modI bng 
!.he parallel activities of the simulation notwork n )des 
and the underlyin, networkinr layer. 
The process i~terac~on model of Co~current.-C . ~as 
been used in our slmulation to map the different enllties 
and activities of the simulated network to correspOll tUng 
Concurrent-C procelles. The following process t VPOII 
are the major ieneric entities used in our IIi mula tion. 
Figure 3 gives a block diagram ahowing the int.Grac :Ions 
among these different procesael. 
Process Simnode is used to represent a vetlicle 
simulator on the network. A proccsi of this t, pe is 
created for each such simulator. 
• Process Busnode is used to represent the poi nt. of 
contact of each network node with the ETHEI1 NET 
bus (coaxial cable). A process of this type is crllated 
for each such point. of contact on the bus. 
• Procell worvor i. uled to implement and control 
the now of data (packete and jam 1,lrI1l11.) in tho 
c1ir.otion mID right to left for .ach network node. A 
procesa or thil typo it orODt.ad ror uch notwork 
node. 
• Process Raerver is analo&,ously defined for traffic 
flowina in the direction frOID left to ri,~ht. 
• Procell Scheduler il uaed to order time eventl and 
oontrol th. I'ql.lencinr of aotivitl .. of the entire 
limulation. 
Typically, eight simulatora connect to the coaxial 
transmission cable at a single point vl.a a multi-porl 
transceiver. 'Each of the limulators ii, modeled aa 0 
Slmnode proc,ess. A BUlnode process (or each point or 
contact is croated to receive and transmit local traffic 
trom anyone 'Of the eieht network nOlies, 6S well as 
retransmit any external mesaaiea arriyine at the node. 
For this purpose, we use two separat.a procollol called 
naOMOr and La.Mer. The Raorver prol:ess implement.1i 
the transfer of data from itl left. BUlnode procell to itl' 
right BUlnodo proceaa. This tranami8lion is actually 
simulated by calling the Scheduler prelcell to wait for 
the propagation delay (the time needed for the message 
to travel from one network node to tho noxt). Tho 
Llilerver, similarly carries data slenals from the right 
BU8node to its left. neighbor. The BU8node proceslI 
detects collisions of transmitted data by checking for the 
existence of .ocal traffic, left traffic or rignt traffic. 
'Tho Simnode Pzvooss 
Thhl process is the source of local tramc. It 
,en'ratel packets according to a specifiQ,d input method 
(e.g. using traces of real data or random stochaltically 
generated inter-arrival times such SIS exponential, 
uniform, fixed with jitter, etc.j .. Upon arrival of a local 
packet,' the Slmnode procell makes 8 request to the 
correlponding BUlnodo procell in order to tranlmit tho 
new packet. This is done by callina a Ipecific 
transaction in the BUlnodo proc ... al illultrated by tho 
code presented later. At this point, the BU8node process 
checkl for a carrier flag. If the nag hall boen off for at 
, least the inter-frame gap, the Simno de process can 
proceed with its transmission. If the c~Lrrter flag is on, 
the Simnode process must wait for the inter-frame gap 
Simnode Proc:elSOl 
Figure 3. ETHERNET ~ imulation Model Process Interactions 
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and then retry ita tranamhudon. Whon a coli sion il 
detected during t.ranlmblion, the Shnnode procels 
generat.el and tranamitl a jam limal and incrementa 
the colli lion counter. This 11 followed by Invliklnr a 
back·oll' al,orithm for retranimillion. A pUket ia 
dllcarded lifter 1(1 Wlsuecellrul transmission at .empts. 
Thll Ipecificatlon and major activltlel of the SllDnode 
proO •• 1 ar. dllenb.d by the followin .. oodo: 
Proelll Ipoe Simnod. (proooll Ich.d I, 
process bus bid, 
long meanlit, name_t. naOlo) 
Proceaa body Simnodo (ll, bid, moanll t., naml) 
,. lnitialization phase ., 
c_sotnamo(c_mypidO, namo.str); 
s.adduaorO; bid.addProdO; 
,. Main processing phaae ., 
while (net. done) do 
,. got. amval time ., 
t..erand(meanIit) 
,. call Scheduler to wait for amval ., 
100_ traffic.amve • I. wai t(a.reqDelay( t»): 
'''' attempt transmission ., 
while «dt. • bid.tranaRoQ(c_Olypid(»l. 0) 
a.tranIDelay(dt): 
,. code for colliaion· cheok and 
subsaquent. bacltofT algorithm ., 
collision_handlor (collis_count.er); 
/. Termination phale ./ 
statistic_fWlO: 
The Bnmgde "PmtypI 
The Busnode proce .. acts like a lorvor process 
ready to accept tranlacUon calla from tho local SI anode 
processes, the Lserver processes or the R& erver 
procosses. The Busnode is responsible for de tecting 
collisions and it continuously monitors the carr,er flag 
to 18e ifit i. bUlY. In theca.e of a com.ion, the Ba.node 
process calls the Scheduler to awaken the trans alitting 
Simnode procell which then stops tranlmission and 
sends the jam signal. The following code gi' 'es the 
Conc:urrent C specification of the Bu.node proces I. 
Process spec Busnode (process sched s, 
process Rserver idr, 
process 1,server idl, 
process S~ode name) 
'-transactions to change producer count "/ 
trans void addProdO, dropProdO; . 
~ transactions to change consumer COWl' .• / 
trans void addConsO, dropConsO; 
~ transaction to handle riiht to left tram : ./ 
trans putj'RTL<type); ~ type can be star" 
completion or jam ., 
~ transaction to handle left. to niht tram: ./ 
trans put.,FLTlUtyp8); 
~ transaction to transmit local traffic ./ 
trans done(type); 
/- transaction to accept requests ./ 
tranl trans_req(aend_id); ,- for Simnode ./ 
trans takereqO: '* for Rserver & Lscrvcr " 
E.4 
nw llitexyer nnd lMm:r ProcesU 
ThOle proceasol tro.DlnUt the traillo delivered to tho 
Buanode procell by any tranamittiml 81mnode process t.o 
the left. andlor ri,ht. The lpeoificatlcm and body of tho 
IUcrvcl' procell are riven below. 
Procell lpeO Rlorv~rCproooll .chld It 
proceaa Busnode inbul, 
prool .. BUlnodo outbul, Procoll Simnod. 
name) 
Process body RservorCs, lnbus, 01.l:thU6, name) 
typeder Itruct /. data lubmittad by Simnodo *' ( ,. time of arrival ./ 
long arrive: 
/. Packet length ./ 
int packeCloni\.h; 
'* No. of update me8&8gos per soc ., 
int update_num: 
,. No. oC attemptl to transmit ., 
int attempt_index; 
I local_traffic 
/. Initialization phase ./ 
c_sotnamo(c_OlypidO, name.str); 
&.adduserO: inbu&.addCons(); 
outbul.o.ddProdOj 
,. Main processing phaso */ 
while (takereq(l» I 
/. wait for propalation delay·, 
t • anivaltime + .propagation dolay; 
ta • l.waitCs.reqDelay(t»; 
,. deliver message ./ 
fut_FLTR(type): 
lbe Scheduler Pmooes 
Delays in the 'simulated network (such llS 
transmission delays) are handled by the Scheduler' 
process. Thill procell maintains the simulated clock 
and advances it appropriately. For each delay request 
from a process, the Scheduler detemLines the ~me. wh~n 
the ;p'rocesl needs to be reactivated and savel thil time m 
an 'activation requelt" list. Whell all proce .. el are 
waiting, the scheduler picks the nEixt proc~ss to run, 
advances the simulated clock and reactlvates the 
process. The simulated clock adV811CeS only when .all 
processes are waiting; thus any (non· delay) computatIon 
,done by a proceas takes place in zero simulated time. At 
any given moment, each client procosl is in one of the 
foUowini three states: . 
• Waitini: for an explicit delay request from the 
Scheduler; • 
• Active: computing in zero simulated time; 
• . Passive: waiting for an event other than a delay 
request from the Scheduler. 
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The Ipe~fiCAUon and the body of the Scbociulor ar I 
. aivCIn bulow. 
process apoc IchedO 
,- return current limulated time -, 
tranl loog nowO; 
r requ8lt a delay -, 
tranl long 1'8qDelay(long); 
,- wait for a reqDelay -, 
tranl lonr waiUloni); 
,- .dd or delete client procelS -/ 
tranl void adduserO, dropuaerO; 
/-chanio client to new Itate -/ 
trans void passiveO, activcO 
/- handle collision -, 
trans void collision(id); 
typedef struct ( 
,- structure describing a delay request -, 
long ts; ,- time stamp -, 
int next; ,- index of next entry or·1 -, 
,- number of clients waiting for this time -/ 
iot nwait; 
) reqent; 
static reqent. Rtab MAXREQ ; 
static int Uree; /- firet free entry -/ 
/- Ihead is entry with lowest timestamp -/ 
static int Ihead • ·1; 
process body schedO 
int. nclients. nactive, i; 
long curtive • 0; 
/ .. initialization phose .. / 
c_sotname(c_mypidO. "sched"); 
rqInitO; 
accept adduserO nclients • nactive .. 1 
/- main processing phase: accept requests while 
cUents .xilt ., 
while (nclientl >0) 
( 
select 
accept adduser() nclients + .. 1; nactive +-= 1; 
or 
accept dropuserO nclients •• 1; nactive -= 1; 
or 
accept passiveO nactive -=1; 
or 
accept activeO nactive +=1 
or 
accept nowO tretum curtime; 
or 
accept reqDelay(x) 
nactive •• 1; tretum (addreq(curtbne+x»; 
or 
accept jam(id) , 
change timestamp of record with this id 
) 
/- If all clients are waiting. find the first event ., 
!- and allow all clients waiting for it to proceed ., 
if (nactive -- 0 && Ihead I. ·1) 
curtime I: RtabIhead.ts; 
nactive - Rtablhead.nwait; 
While (-·RtabIhead.nwait >-0) 
accept waitCkey) such that (key ... !head) 
treturn curti me; 
E.5 
In addition' to the above entities, several other 
Guxlllary proc ... os'rouUnee aro Uled to collect/print 
Itattitici and appropriato performancel mellurll, 
perform conlbtenc), checkl, print error mesaaiOl, 
create and hutt.lit:e all required proce .. u, and 
.tartlterminate the concurrent .imulntion. The 
.oftware ',Item iI written I.n a modular falhion with 
emph •• iI on •••• ·of·modina.tion .nd the UIO of 
parameterized valuel that facilitate the tes1~Uli of a wide 
ran,e or network cba1"'Ctarilticl and tho Ilimulation of 
different load conditionl and dJrrerent network 
pa1"amete1"l. 
PERFORMANCE CHARACTElUSI'ICS OF 
MEDlUM-ACCESS PROTOCOlS 
In the real·time networking of silliulators, two 
performance aspects are of particular interest: the 
delay. throughput characteriltic of the m,ediwn·access 
control schemes, and network system behavior under 
heavy traffic loads. TheSE; characteristics will be 
conaidered for the ,eneral claslel of conterl,tion and non· 
contention (token passing) protocols. 
ContmtJon Pmtpgob 
Contention protocols such as ETHERNET perform 
well in environments with a large number of burst)' 
(ratio of averall'e to high traffic il 1m all) \llerl. For its 
rellable operation. however. the ETHERNET bu. protocol 
requires that a transceiver must be capable of detecting 
the wealteat other transmitter on the network during its 
own tranamissions, and of distinauishini the si~als 
from other transmitterl from the echo~11 of its own 
transmitter. Because of this, the use' 01' high-quality 
coaxial cable is required to cover longer distances and a 
limitation on the maximum distance which can be 
covered by • lingle segment network cablo il impol~d, 
An .dvantage of the bus structure (where 
ETHERNET and GBRAM operate) onr the ring 
structure is that ulers attached to the bus are passive 
units, while users connected to the ring ar's active units. 
An immediate conaequence of th1a oblervatlon is that if a 
node on the ring breaks down it can bring the entire 
network system down. This b highly unlikely to happen 
in the bus configuration. 
A disadvantage of contention protocols is there is no 
guarantee of packet delivery time due to the 
undeterminiatic nature of contention and collisionlback-
oft'. 
Tpken pmtpgPmtgmls 
An advanta(e of token pauiDI protoccll. is that they 
are much lell aeOlitin to incre .. ed t1"8l1llmillion rates 
and smaller packet lengths compared to contention 
prot.ocoll. and they operate more efticien1tJy with longer 
length cable. than the contention' ])rotocols (5). 
Furthermore, .inee token pUliDI protocclls are conflict 
free, • maximum packet delivery can be I~aranteed for 
a given number of users. making them' desirable 
protocols for real·time applications. 
1
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Tokon.Rini 1.. ... N'. (6) offer other advaJi t.a,OI 
includin, the Collowin;: 
Because of its point. to· point connection property, 
rin,. readily accommodat.e the Ult of opUca: ftber 
a. a tran,mia.ion medium, In addition to 01 ferin, 
. reduced lizeand weight, and enhanced aafety 
foat.urea, optical fiber allo otrers very high ,il11&1 
bandwidth (100 Mbpi for fiber token~rin/ll ). 
Token-rings easily provide a priority-basod I :heme 
for packet transnUssion acrols the network. ' ~hi. is 
becau.e the token hal biU indlcatin/l the p iority 
alligned to it, thereby providing multiple l.'/ola oC 
acce .. to the rinl. In .imulator networkilll thil 
moanl that it. will be poaaiblo to a'lian priori Uo. to 
the different type. of mellaBel in order to OJ: timize 
roal·time performance and vi.ual display a, peak 
load conditions. 
The technolor,ical advantages enjoyed by bus 
topologies to date arc about to disappear. lno, itably, 
VLSI technology and other ncar· term advanc I)S will 
soon be supplying the indultry with ring chi)6 and 
off· the-shelf ring attachments at the same Ie w cost 
as bus chipt. This low cost, combined witll their 
reliabilit~, and ease of configuratior and 
implementation, will make token·ring LAN's a very 
promising tool for simulator networking. 
CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we have described an ongoing e Tort to 
model and evaluate tbe performance of three di trerent 
network protocol access methods suitable for neh orking 
of simulation training devices: a contention access 
method based on the CSMAlCD (ETHERNET) plotocol, 
and two contention· free methods based on Virtual Token 
Bus Access IUch as GBRAM and Token·Rinl r\ccess 
protocols, The .y.tem models pertaininr to the above 
three acceS8 methodl were addrel88d and a hil b·level 
de.cription of a detailed .imulation .of'tware IYltem 
implemented for evaluating tbe performance of an 
ETHERNET scheme was given. 
The models developed for the three accoss D.ethods 
will enable U6 to perforlD a comparison stU! Iy and 
evaluate different design decisions. Some of tbe 
numerical performance measures that will be gl.thered 
by the models are: 
• The overall throughput of the network. 
• The utilization of the transnUBBion medium. 
• The collilion ratio Cor contention accesl. 
• Th. average delay time per packet. 
• The average ratio oClost packets (data loss rl tel. 
• The relationship of the number of nodes on the 
network and the above parameters. 
Tbe effect of packet arrival rates on Hetwork 
performance. 
E.6 
The modell developed Wlder thi. Cltrort offer a very 
Ooxibla tool for the evaluation and anal>'111 or Important 
cia .... of networklnll lahomll thl~ Gin bo uud ~o 
interconnect larlle numbera of real·time simulation 
traininr devicOi. Further inv.IUiationa will be carried 
out to r.rCorm a comparilon Itudyor the thrlO aacell 
metho I and to eva~ullte different design deciSions 
aimed at improving t.he overall t,hroughput and 
enhancing the capability of .imwatioD net.worke, 
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AEiSTRACT 
In this paper, we present the fine ings of a comparison study using predictive 
detailed simulation models for three different network protocol access methods: 
Carrier Sense Multiple Access with ~ollision Detection (ANSI/IEEE 802.3 STD), 
Token-Passing Bus Access (ANSIIIEEE 802.4 STD) and Token-Ring Access 
(ANSI/IEEE 802.5 STD). Discussio 1S of network performance, the implications 
of the results of the comparison study, and the insight gained from this project 
for improving real-time simulation nutworking are presented. 
INTRODUCTION 
A local area network (LAN) is a 
geographically confinud 
communication system that uses a 
shared transmission mediu n. 
Various choices usually exist for t 1e 
main ingredients of LAN (i.
'
3., 
transmission medium, topolo~ y, 
access protocols, etc.), with ea:h 
exhibiting advantages and providi 19 
benefits that depend on the objectives 
of the LAN. The ability to model, 
analyze and evaluate the impact of 
these choices on network 
performance is essential to ensuring 
maximum utilization of the LAN. 
One of the pioneering LAN's ror 
connecting computers was a blls-
based ETHERNET developed by 
Xerox Corp. in the early 1970's. The 
contention access method used by 
each node in ETHERNET is based on 
a pre-emptive protocol of first listeni ng 
for network activity and then 
broadcasting the message onto 1 he 
F.l 
network. If a collision with another 
message occurs, each sender (node) 
backs-off from transmitting their 
message for a random period of time 
and then attempts the transmission 
again. This access technique is 
known as Carrier Sense Multiple 
Access with Collision Detection 
(CSMA/CD) [1, 2]. Standards for 
CSMA/CD protocols such as 
ETHERNET are known as IEEE 802.3 
standards approved by the American 
National Standards Institute (ANSI). 
The networking of real-time, 
interactive simulation training systems 
departs from the traditional use of a 
computer network whose function is to 
provide sharing of computing 
resources among multiple users 
(nodes) on the network. When used 
to interconnect real-time training 
simulators, the network is used almost 
exclusively for commulJi.cation of 
process state information between the 
simulators engaged in the training 
exercise. 
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There are many inherent 
limitations to using a network in ttlis 
application. For example, as tile 
number of simulators on the netwc rk 
and the workload per simulator 
increases, there may be a 
deterioration in throughput and a 
degradation of other netwo rk 
performance parameters. If 
throughput delays become too lar~ e, 
for example, the effectiveness of a 
real-time training simulation may I)e 
overly compromised due to the time-
critical response requirements in t 1e 
simulation of true-to-life, action-
requiring training scenarios. 
Depending upon the network 
communication protocol being use d, 
there may also be an increase in t 1e 
frequency of retransmitted and lost or 
distorted messages. 
Recently, there has been a 
tremendous interest in LA~ 's 
implemented using the non-
contention class of network protocols 
known as Token-Passing protocols. 
Two schemes falling under this class 
are Token-Ring and Virtual Toke n-
Bus protocols. In a Token Ring LAN, 
a distinctive bit sequence, called a 
token, is passed from one node to 
another in order to signify t1e 
availability of the network medium 'or 
the transmission of data for that noele. 
Possession of the token by the no je 
gives it,and only it, permission to 
transmit across the network, as 
opposed to having all nodes conte,d 
for this privilege. In a Virtual Toke n-
Bus LAN, a virtual, or imaginary tokEtn, 
is passed from user to user thus 
providing access to the network. Tilis 
vi rtual toke n is actu ally a 
predetermined instant in time when 
each user knows it is its turn to acce ss 
the network. Each of these three 
F.2 
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protocols will be discussed in detail in 
later sections. 
The primary goal of this research 
effort has been to devetlop 
predictive/analytical models for 
network performance of three LAN 
configurations operating under real-
time, interactive simulation/training 
constraints. Two of these LAN's are 
bus networks which utilize 
baseband transmission to send 
messages over a coaxial cable which 
is common to all users. The medium-
access control schemes for the first is 
ETHERNET which is a member of the 
Carrier Sense Multiple Access with 
Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) 
protocol family and for the second is 
the Generalized Broadcast 
Recognizing Access Method 
(GBRAM) [3] which is a member of the 
Virtual Token-Bus protocol family. 
The third LAN is a ring netwcHk, 
which sends its messages over either 
coaxial or fiber optic cable. Its 
medium-access control scheme is the 
Token-Ring [4] protocol. 
NETWORK MEDIUM-ACCESS 
PROTOCOLS 
ETHERNET 
CSMA/CD protocols, including 
ETHERNET, are characterized by 
their distributed network control 
whereby each node on the network 
determines its own channel access 
time based only on information 
available from the common network 
channel (bus). When a node is ready 
to transmit a message onto the 
network, it first monitors the network 
bus to determine whether any other 
transmissions from other nodes are in 
progress. If the node senses the 
network channel to be busy, it simply 
waits for the channel to become idle 
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before attempting to transmit its 
message. Once the channel is 
sensed to be idle, the node waits a 
pre-specifiied amount of time to 
assure the channel is clear and than 
begins transmitting its messa~le. 
During its own transmission, the node 
also monitors the channel in order to 
detect whether its message is 
interfering (colliding) with messages 
from other nodes. If a collision is 
detected, each node involved in the 
collision transmits a bit sequence Ollto 
the network known as a jam Signal, 
after which each node involved in 1 he 
collision waits (backs-off) for a 
randomly generated amount of time 
before reattempting its transmission. 
The performance of contention 
protocols is directly related to h)w 
efficiently nodes avoid collisions and 
handle retransmissions. The probb~m 
of data collisions is directly related to 
the network traffic load. 
Token-Ring 
In Token Passing protocols [4, 5], 
which the Token-Ring LAN is a 
member, there is no contention for' he 
network channel because only c ne 
node at a time is allowed to aCCElSS 
the channel. In Token-Ring LAN's this 
is accomplished by arranging 1 he 
nodes in a serial ring configurat on 
such that the network channel actually 
passes through each node. 1 he 
token is a control Signal tilat 
circulates around the channel. An 
individual node gains the right to 
transmit onto the network when it f rst 
detects; and then captures a free 
token passing on the channel. Orlce 
a node captures the free token, it 
changes it to a busy token c.nd 
begins transmitting its message o,to 
the network. Upon completing its 
message transmission, the nc de 
generates and transmits a f r e e 
:~. 3 
to ke n which begins circulating 
around the network channel, thus 
providing other nodes the opportunity 
to gain access to the network. 
Generalized Broadcast 
Recognizing Access Method 
(GBRAM) 
The GBRAM protocol is also a 
member of the Token Passing 
protocol family. It differs 
significantly, however, from the Token-
Ring protocol. In the GBRAM, rather 
than each node having to capture the 
free token from the network to gain 
transmission access, an imaginary 
(virtual) token is passed from node 
to node achieving the same result. 
The virtual token scheme provides 
each node access to the network at a 
unique time instant which is 
determined by a decentralized 
scheduling function. 
NETWORK SYSTEM 
CONFIGURATION MODELS 
Bus Network 
The bus network configuration 
(including both ETHERNET & 
GBRAM) is shown in Figure 1. In this 
implementation, up to eight nodes can 
be connected through a multi-port 
transceiver to a single point on the 
coaxial cable, via a media-access 
unit. A single coaxial cable lin.ks all 
nodes together. 
Ring Network 
The ring network configuration 
(Token-Ring) is shown in Figure 2. 
The ring network consists of a closed 
sequence of individual point-to-point 
(node-to-node) connections. 
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Simulation Models 
The simulation models for both t ~e 
bus and ring LAN topologies are 
written in Concurrent C ( :10 
extension of the C language w th 
concurrent programming faciliti 9S 
based on the "rendezvous" conce~t). 
The powerful synchronization a,d 
concurrency aspects of Concurrent 
C [6] have provided us with a 
notationally convenient alld 
conceptually elegant tool for modeli ng 
the parallel activities of LAN nodes 
and the underlying networking layer. 
A functional diagram of t~e 
simulation model for the bus topology 
is shown in Figure 3. The following 
process types are the major generic 
entities used in our simulation for the 
bus structure. 
Process Simnode is used to 
represent a vehicle simulator on the 
network. A process of this type is 
created for each such simulator. T lis 
process is the source of local tra~fic 
and is capable of generating packl~ts 
according to a specified input method 
(e.g., using traces of real data or 
random stochastically generated 
inter-arrival times such as 
exponential, uniform, fixed with jitters, 
etc.) 
Process Busnode is used to 
represent the point of contact of ec ch 
network node with the bus (coa> ial 
cable). A process of type BusnodE! is 
created for each such point of cont lct 
on the bus. Upon receiving a 
transmission request from a 
Simnode process, the Busno de 
attempts to fulfill the request based on 
the medium access protocol of 1 he 
LAN. For example, in the CSMAlI~D 
case, the Busnode process chec:ks 
for a carrier flag and will allow 
transmission only if the flag has bEen 
F.S 
off for at least the interframe gap. If a 
collision is detected during 
transmission, the Simnode process 
sends a jam signal a'nd increments 
the collision counter. This is followed 
by invoking a back-off algorithm for 
retransmission. 
Processes Lserver and Rserver 
are used to simulate the propagation 
delay and control the flow of data 
packets and jam signals in the 
direction form right to left and from left 
to right, respectively, for each network 
node. A pair of these processes is 
created for each network node. 
Process Scheduler is used to 
order time events and control the 
sequencing of activities of the entire 
simulation. 
Figure 4 shows a block diagram 
showing the simulation model for the 
ring topology. Process Simnode is 
responsible for generating the load 
(data packets) on the ring. Process 
Ringnode monitors the ring traffic 
and implements the token-based 
medium access protocol. Process 
Se rve r is used to simulate the 
propagational delay between each 
pair of LAN nodes. As in the bus 
model, the simulation of the ring 
structure uses a Scheduler process 
to control the sequencing of activities. 
DISCUSSION 
Token Ring vs Contention 
Access 
A token passing ring is a LAN with 
a loop topology in which a token is 
passed around the network in a 
round-robin fashion from one node to 
the next. Contention for transmission 
is resolved by stipulating that only the 
node currently in possession of the 
token is allowed to transmit a frame or 
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a sequence of frames onto the ring. 
When the transmission is finished, the 
token is passed to the no<le 
downstream which then gets a 
chance to transmit. Since there is a 
single token on the ring, only olle 
node can be transmitting at a time. 
Other (non-transmitting) nodes, 
however, continuously receive the i)it 
stream, examine it and repeat it (Lo., 
place it on the medium to the ne xt 
station). A station repeating the i)it 
stream may copy it into local buffers or 
modify some control bits as 
appropriate. 
In general, Token-Ring LAN's are 
much less sensitive to increasl~d 
transmission rates and smaller packet 
sizes compared to contention 
protocols (e.g., ETHERNET with 
CSMA/CO). Since token-rings are 
collision free, a maximum pac~ et 
delay can be guaranteed for a giv ~n 
number of stations. Thus, the re :11-
time requirements of applicatio ns 
having high traffic loads (e.!)., 
networks with large number of 
simulation training devices) can Je 
handled more gracefully by using a 
contention-free ring scheme. 
Because of its point-to-po nt 
connection property, rings readily 
accommodate the use of optical fitler 
as a transmission medium. In 
addition to offering reduced si~:e, 
weight and enhanced safety featuros, 
optical fiber also offers very hi~h 
signal bandwidth. One VE ry 
promising implementation of ring 
networks using optical fiber is the 
Fiber Oistributed Oata Interface 
(FOOl). FOOl is a 100 Mbits/sec 
token-ring LAN protocol that is rapklly 
becoming accepted as the premier 
high speed LAN standard [7]. With its 
embedded extensibility to SUpPJrt 
even higher speeds (500 to 1,000 
Mbits/sec), FOOl is poised to become 
the dominant high-end LAN of the 
1990's. The paradigm for FOOl 
topology is known as a'"dual counter-
rotating ring of trees". The phYSical 
layer topology consists of 
independent, full-duplex, point-to-
point physical connections, while the 
logical layer consists of one or two 
rings. The FOOl Medium Access 
Control (MAC) protocol provides data 
services similar to those of the IEEE 
802.5 token-rings, An extension to 
FOOl (FOOl II) is currently being 
investigated to add isochronous data 
transmission capabilities to the 
network, thus enabling it to handle 
both voice and data. FOOl technology 
will eventually provide the 
simulation/traini ng industry with 
powerful real-time LAN's capable of 
interconnecting an unprecedented 
number of stations, 
Another promising feature of 
Token-Rings is that they provide a 
priority-based scheme for packet 
transmission across the network. In 
the ANSIIIEEE 802.5 ring 
implementation, the passing token 
has three bits indicating the current 
priority level of the ring (this gives a 
total of 8 priority levels). A station that 
captures the token can only transmit 
packets whose priority is equal to or 
higher than the priority of the passing 
token. The ANSI/IEEE 802.5 pr9tocol 
also provides mechanisms that 
enable stations to request/change the 
priority of the passing token. In 
simulation networks, this means that it 
will be possible to assign levels of 
priority to different types of messages 
which may be beneficial in attempting 
to optimize real-time system 
performance, especially under peak 
load conditions. 
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On the other hand, token rings are 
outperformed by bus topology LAHs 
in certain areas. One main advantaqe 
of the bus structure over ring LAN's is 
the reliability of network operaUm 
following a node failure. In genenl, 
bus-based LAN's are more resists.nt 
to network crashes due to nOI:fe 
failures since the propagation of 
messages on the bus does not 
require the participation of any giv:m 
node. Failure of a station on the ri 19 
structure, however, can bring t 1e 
entire LAN down. This problem h:iS 
been considerably reduced by t 1e 
increased reliability of today's ri 19 
chips and off-the-shelf ril1g 
attachments. Furthermore, new fit,er 
optic ring devices use optical bypass 
switches in order to allow inactive (c,ff-
line) stations to pass the traveli ng 
data-carrying light waves directly from 
one neighboring node to the nuxt 
without active power and with little or 
no degradation of the optical signal. 
Bus-based ETHERNET LAtl's 
have enjoyed economic advantages 
because of their widespread use in 
the past two decades. These 
advantages, however, are about to 
disappear since VLSI technolooY, 
fiber optics, and other near-te rm 
advances will soon be supplying the 
market with ring chips and devices at 
the same low cost as comparable t us 
products. Also, hardware support for 
FOOl is rapidly growing and the 
projected increase in 
developmentli nstallation i nvestmellts 
in FOOl are expected to drive do Nn 
the cost of FOO I hardwC:.re 
considerably. 
GBRAM vs Contention Access 
The GBRAM LAN protol:ol 
implementation shares the same bus 
topology as the ETHERN =T 
implementation (see Fig. 1). 1 he 
F.8 
nodes connected onto the networ~~ via 
the same mUlti-port transceiver 
belong to the same group and each 
node within the group' has a unique 
identity. This node identity scheme 
plays an important part in the 
assignment of channel access time 
slots for each node. Every node on 
the network perceives the channel 
state under the GBRAM as consisting 
of cycles of s c h e dull n 9 and 
transmission periods. Roughly 
speaking, the end of a transmission 
period deSignates the beginning of a 
scheduling period and the end of a 
scheduling period signals the 
beginning of the next scheduling 
period. During a scheduling period, 
every node gains the right to access 
the network channel starting with the 
node whose identity sequentially 
follows the node who transmitted last. 
GBRAM avoids collisions by 
scheduling different users at unique 
time instances. The time interval 
between two successive scheduling 
instances depends on the physical 
location of the users who are allowed 
access to the network channel at 
these instances. In fact, it is equal to 
the propagation delay between the 
two users who are scheduled to 
transmit at these two unique 
instances. In the GBRAM, therefore, 
the physical location of each user on 
the network is extremely important in 
calculating the network's scheduling 
algorithm. 
It has been observed that in large 
scale simulation networks not all 
users are active at all times. 
Consider, for example, a vehicle 
simulator which is active at the 
beginning of a battle, but is destroyed 
by enemy fire during the simulation. 
These inactive users must be taken 
out of the token passing sequence list 
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in order to reduce the number I)f 
wasted idle slots which will t,e 
scheduled for the network. Henc~, 
there must be a procedure to sign-clff 
users from the network. This 
procedure might be implemented us 
follows: an active user signs off hy 
broadcasting, at its schedulEd 
transmission time instant, a sign-clff 
packet which would be read by all 
other active users who would, in turn, 
update their scheduling sequence 
accordingly. 
The successful operation of the 
version of the GBRAM presented in 
this paper depend on the fact that all 
the users know a common tinle 
epoch. This common time epo(:h 
corresponds to the beginning of a 
scheduling period. In our version of 
GBRAM, the beginning of a 
scheduling period corresponds to 
either the end of a transmission 
period (as perceived by the 
transmitting user) plus the 
propagation delay along the cable Dr 
a complete scheduling cycle after the 
beginning of the previous schedulillg 
period. It is obvious that the common 
time epoches can be determined I>y 
any user who observes the channel 
state at all times and knows its 
propagation delay from any other user 
in the network. Note that contention 
protocols require only that users 
observe the state of the channel at :111 
times. There are other versions of 
GBRAM [3], however, that do not 
require the users to have a complete 
knowledge of the network topolo~ y. 
These versions of GBRAM will rot 
perform as well as the GBR.A M 
version considered in this paper. 
NETWORK SIMULATION 
RESULTS 
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ETHERNET Simulated 
Performance 
The network protocol simulation 
models described earlier have been 
used to gather information about the 
performance of local area networks 
used for real-time training, under 
various conditions of node (simulator) 
placement on the network, traffic load 
levels and packet scheduling policies. 
One configuration considered in our 
analysis is unique to the application of 
local area netwo rks to the 
interconnection of simulation / training 
devices. In this configuration, an 
optimization is made to reduce the 
load on the network. An explanation 
of this optimization for the ETHERNET 
case is given below. 
Upon a state change, a simulator 
(node) on the network sends the 
information concerning its new state 
to other nodes on the LAN. Each new 
state results in the generation of a 
new data packet at the application 
layer (i.e.,.at the node level). The 
packet is then submitted to the data 
link layer in order to start the 
process of its transmission. In 
ETHERNET, only one packet per 
node is delivered for transmission at a 
time. Other packets are normally 
queued up at the application level 
waiting for the end of the ongoing 
transmission attempt. In this c~ntext, 
the arrival of a new packet (carrying 
the most current state of the node) 
simply replaces the previous packet 
(stored at the application layer) which 
represents a now outdated state 
condition. The discarding of the 
outdated packet helps speed up the 
transmission of the most current state 
of the node. Notice that the packet 
already submitted to the ETHERNET 
data link layer is under the control of 
ETHERNET protocol (board) which is 
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not accessible from the applicati(ln 
layer and, therefore, is not affected hy 
new packet arrivals. 
The performance of this 
ETHERNET configuration is given in 
Graphs 1 & 2, and Table 1. Graph 1 
gives the relationship between ttle 
throughput of the LAN and the t01al 
initial traffic load from all simulators 
(I.e., before any discarding at tile 
application level). Graph 2 gives tile 
relationship between the total initial 
load and the packets discarded I>y 
ETHERNET as a result of exceedi/lg 
the maximum count for transmission 
attempts (16) due to excessive 
collisions. Notice that Graph 2 giVt~s 
the packets discarded by tile 
ETHERNET protocol and not tile 
obsolete packets discarded at tile 
application level. Statistics about tile 
average transmission delay a/ld 
average/maximum number of 
transmission attempts are given in 
Table 1. 
At low traffic load levels, the effE ct 
of collisions is small and no packE ts 
are discarded due to excessi'fe 
collision counts. All packets 
submitted to the data link layer at su ~h 
low loads eventually get transmittl~d 
successfully and the throughput of t,e 
network is equal to the total traffic 10;id 
minus the obsolete packets discard3d 
at the application level. As the traffic 
load increases, more collisions oce ur 
and the average number of 
transmission attempts per packet (a ,d 
consequently the average pac~ et 
delay) increases (see table 1). Sin::e 
a packet is thrown away ()y 
ETHERNET) if its transmission fails 16 
consecutive times, the growi 19 
collision rate eventually results in tne 
loss of some packets. At some poi nt, 
the network becomes overwhelm 3d 
by the collision overhead and less 
F .LO 
LAN bandwidth becomes available for 
actual packet transmission. This is 
the reason for the decline in the 
ETHERNET LAN thrvughput even 
though the traffic load continues to 
increase. Since the actual throughput 
is dependent on both the number of 
obsolete packets discarded by the 
application layer and the colliding 
packets discarded by ETHERNET 
boards, the performance of the 
network may show some slight 
variations in actual throughput; but 
otherwise will stay in the saturation 
throughput level it has attained. 
Under the above relatively high 
traffic condition, 0.1 % of the packets 
submitted for transmission are totally 
lost (discarded after 16 unsuccessful 
attempts to transmit). This is a typical 
behavior of the CSMAlCD protocol. 
At low and moderate loads, 
CSMA/CD is quite satisfactory as 
evidenced by the graphs of Graphs 1 
and 2. The low probability of collision 
under such light loads is the primary 
reason for the excellent performance 
of the CSMAlCD. As the load on the 
network starts to increase, more 
collisions between packets occur and 
hence more overhead is spent to 
resolve collisions, jam the bus after 
each detected collision, and 
reschedule packets for later 
retransmission. At some point, the 
performance of ETHERNET collapses 
(i.e., throug hput decreases ana the 
percentage of lost packets increases 
as load increases) due to the 
excessive overhead of managing 
collisions. 
Token Ring Simulated 
Performance 
Token ring LAN's exhibit quite 
different behavior as compared to the 
ETHERNET. In some versions of 
token ring protocols, a transmitting 
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Traffic Load 
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Packets/sec) 
1.60 
3.20 
4.80 
6.40 
7.20 
7.60 
8.00 
8.90 
10.00 
13.20 
Average 
Average Number Maximum Transmlsslol 
Delay of Transmission Number 
(mlllisec) Attempts per Pack· of Attempt 
0.111 1.015 2 
0.152 1.161 5 
0.223 1.342 9 
0.383 1.767 9 
0.710 2.226 10 
1.234 2.563 13 
1.877 2.597 15 
2.441 3.144 ,16 
2.925 3.135 16 
3.748 3.618 16 
1 ABLE 1. 
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station recreates the free token alld 
puts it onto the ring as soon as it 
finishes packet transmission. In IErE 
802.5 rings, however, a transmittillg 
station checks to see if its addre:,s 
(affixed at the header of tile 
transmitted packet) has returned to it 
(indicating a complete cycle aroulld 
the ring). Only after receiving tt is 
address is the station allowed to 
transmit the free token onto the ring, 
thus allowing other stations an 
opportunity to transmit. This latter 
protocol is more conservative (from a 
reliability point of view) but imposl~s 
extra time overhead for tokun 
management. At low network traf :ic 
loads, the IEEE 802.5 token rillg 
protocol causes more transmission 
delays for packets than the CSMAI(:O 
counterpart. Unlike collision 
handling, the overhead of toklm 
management is largely independe nt 
of the LAN load. Therefore, tile 
throughput of token-ring LAf\ 's 
continues to increase as the trafic 
load increases. No degradation in 
performance at high loads is exhibitl~d 
by token rings in contrast to tile 
ETHERNET LAN. 
GBRAM Simulated Performance 
Preliminary GBRAM simulation 
results indicate that GBRAM ShOlld 
perform well for medium to high in~ ut 
traffic loads, but may be inferior to 
contention protocols for light to 
medium input traffic loads. Let us . ry 
to justify this observation based on t 1e 
description of the GBRAM proto(:ol 
presented in the previous section. 
Consider the case where there is 
only one out of a total of 100 USE rs 
that generates traffic onto the netw(lrk 
and that, for the majority of ts 
transmissions, this user has 01e 
packet in its buffer every time a 
scheduling period of the GBR)!,M 
F.13 
protocol starts. Let us assume that the 
propagation delay between two users 
in the same group is 30 bits, the 
propagation delay along the cable is 
20 bits, and the packet length is 1000 
bits. This is a case of light input traffic. 
It is easy to see that GBRAM induces 
an average and maximum packet 
delay of (30x100+20)/2 + 1,000 = 
2,510 bits and (30x100+20) + 1,000 = 
4,020 bits, respectively. Every 
contention protocol under the 
aforementioned light input traffic 
conditions, induces an average and a 
maximum packet delay of 1000 bits 
(the packet length).The performance 
difference widens as the number of 
the users in the network increases. 
Suppose now that all 100 users in 
the network are active. Each one of 
them has exactly one packet to 
transmit at the beginning of a GBRAM 
scheduling period. This corresponds 
to a case of high input traffic load. 
Now GBRAM induces an average and 
a maximum packet delay of 
approximately (1 000x1 00)/2 + 1000 = 
51,000 bits and (1 000x1 00) + 1000 = 
101,000 bits, respectively. The length 
of the packet was once again taken to 
be equal to 1000 bits. The 
aforementioned input traffic load is 
approximately equal to 100%. 
Contention protocols attain a 
throughput smaller than 100% even 
under ideal conditions (Le. small end-
to-end propagation delay/packet 
length ratio). As a result, contention 
protocols are unstable (experience 
unbounded packet delays) for the 
above high input traffic scenario. 
The above discussion, although 
simplified, verifies our point that there 
will be a region of input traffic loads 
(light to medium) where, contention 
protocols outperform GBRAM and a 
region of input traffic loads (medium to 
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high) where GBRAM outperforms 
contention protocols The cutoff poi nt 
depends on the total number of users 
in the network and increases as tile 
number of users in the network 
increases. The exact cutoff point will 
be determined by simulation. 
CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we have describod 
an ongoing effort to model alld 
evaluate the performance of thme 
different network protocol acce:,s 
methods suitable for networking of 
simulation training devices: a 
contention access method based on 
the CSMAlCD (ETHERNET) protocl)I, 
and two contention-free methods 
based on Virtual Token Bus Acce;s 
such as GBRAM and Token-Rillg 
Access protocols. The system modE!ls 
pertaining to the above three acce;s 
methods were addressed and a high-
level description of a detailod 
si mu latio n software syste m 
implemented for evaluating tile 
performance of these protocols W.iS 
given. 
The models developed for tile 
three access methods will enableJs 
to perform a comparison study alld 
evaluate different design decisior s. 
Some of the numerical performan~e 
measures that are being gathered )y 
the models are: 
• The impact of traffic loading Iln 
network throughput 
• The utilization of the transmissi,)n 
medium 
• The distribution of delay times of 
transmitted packets. 
L14 
The models developed under this 
effort offer a very flexible tool for the 
evaluation and analysis of important 
classes of networking. schemes that 
can be used to interconnect large 
numbers of real-time simulation 
training devices. Further research is 
being conducted which is focusing on 
implementing these two alternate 
protocols in a hardware/software test 
bed with the ultimate goal of 
enhancing the capability of simulation 
networks. 
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